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Independent auditor’s report with respect to the Annual Accounts of 
Transform Europe for the year ended 31 December 2021 

 

In accordance with our service contract dated 5 January 2021 with the European Union 

represented by the European Parliament, we report to you as independent auditor on the 

performance of our audit mandate which was entrusted to Grant Thornton Bedrijfsrevisoren CVBA. 

This report includes our opinion on the balance sheet as at 31 December 2021, the income 

statement for the year ended 31 December 2021 and the disclosures (all elements together the 

"Annual Accounts”) using the abbreviated schedule and on the Final Statement of eligible 

expenditure actually incurred as well as on compliance with rules and regulations applicable to 

funding of European political parties and European political foundations and includes as well our 

report on regulatory requirements. These two reports are considered as one report and are 

inseparable.  

We have been appointed as independent auditor by the European Parliament in our contract dated 

5 January 2021. Our mandate expires after the delivery of our audit opinion for the year ended 31 

December 2021. 

Report on the Annual Accounts and the Final Statement of eligible expenditure 
actually incurred 

Unqualified opinion 

We have audited the Annual Accounts of Transform Europe (the "Entity"), that comprise the 

balance sheet on 31 December 2021, as well as the income statement of the year and the 

disclosures, which show a balance sheet total of € 416.228,32 and of which the income statement 

shows a profit for the year of € 10.000,00. 

In our opinion, the Annual Accounts give a true and fair view of the Entity’s net equity and financial 

position as at 31 December 2021, and of its results for the year then ended, prepared in 

accordance with the financial reporting framework applicable in Belgium, using the abbreviated 

schedule.  

We have also audited the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred for the year 

ended 31 December 2021, in accordance with rules and regulations applicable to funding of 

European political parties and European political foundations, of Transform Europe. 

In our opinion, the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred of the Entity for the year 

ended 31 December 2021 is prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with rules and 

regulations applicable to funding of European political parties and European political foundations. 
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Basis for the unqualified opinion  

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (“ISA”). Our 

responsibilities under those standards are further described in the “Our responsibilities for the audit 

of the Annual Accounts and the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred” section of 

our report.  

We have complied with all ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit, including those with 

respect of independence.  

We have obtained from the Members of the Board and the officials of the Entity the explanations 

and information necessary for the performance of our audit and we believe that the audit evidence 

we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.  

Emphasis of Matter - Basis of Accounting and Restriction on Distribution  

We draw attention to the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred. This schedule is 

prepared to assist the Entity to meet the requirements of the European Parliament. As a result, the 

schedule may not be suitable for another purpose. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this 

matter. 

Emphasis of Matter - Going concern  

We draw your attention to the disclosure on page C-asbl 6.18 of to the Annual Accounts relating to 

the preparation of the Annual Accounts under the assumption that the activities will be continued, 

despite its financial position. This assumption is reasonable as long as the Entity continues to 

receive financial support from the European Parliament or other sources. Our opinion is not 

modified in respect of this matter. 

Responsibilities of the Members of the Board for the preparation of the Annual 

Accounts and the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred 

The Members of the Board are responsible for the preparation of the Annual Accounts that give a 

true and fair view in accordance with the reporting framework applicable in Belgium and the Final 

Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred. This responsibility includes: designing, 

implementing and maintaining internal control which the Members of the Board determine to be 

necessary to enable the preparation of the Annual Accounts and the Final Statement of eligible 

expenditure actually incurred that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 

error.  

The Members of the Board are responsible towards the European Parliament for the use of the 

grant awarded and must comply with the provisions of the Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 

1141/2014, Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2018/1046 ('the Financial Regulation') and the underlying 

acts.  

As part of the preparation of the Annual Accounts, the Members of the Board are responsible for 

assessing the Entity's ability to continue as a going concern, and provide, if applicable, information 

on matters impacting going concern. The Members of the Board should prepare the Annual 
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Accounts using the going concern basis of accounting, unless the Members of the Board either 

intend to liquidate the Entity or to cease business operations, or has no realistic alternative but to 

do so. 

Our responsibilities for the audit of the Annual Accounts and the Final Statement of 

eligible expenditure actually incurred 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance whether the Annual Accounts and the Final 

Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred are free from material misstatement, whether 

due to fraud or error, and to express an opinion on these Annual Accounts and Final Statement of 

eligible expenditure actually incurred based on our audit. Reasonable assurance is a high level of 

assurance, but not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with the ISA will always 

detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and 

considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 

influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these Annual Accounts and the 

Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred.  

When performing our audit, we comply with the legal, regulatory and normative framework that 

applies to the audit of the financial statements in Belgium. However, a statutory audit does not 

provide assurance as to the future viability of the Entity nor as to the efficiency or effectiveness 

with which the governing body has conducted or will conduct the Entity’s business. Our 

responsibilities regarding the assumption of going concern applied by the governing body are 

described below. 

Furthermore, with respect to the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred, it is our 

responsibility to express an opinion on the compliance with rules and regulations applicable to 

funding of European political parties and European political foundations.  

As part of an audit, in accordance with ISA, we exercise professional judgment and we maintain 

professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also perform the following tasks:  

 Identification and assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the Annual Accounts 

and the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred, whether due to fraud or error, 

the planning and execution of audit procedures to respond to these risks and obtain audit 

evidence which is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not 

detecting material misstatements is larger when these misstatements are due to fraud, since 

fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override 

of internal control; 

 Obtaining insight in the system of internal controls that are relevant for the audit and with the 

objective to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the 

purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Entity's internal control; 

 Evaluating the selected and applied accounting policies, and evaluating the reasonability of 

the accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Members of the Board as well 

as the underlying information given by the Members of the Board;  

 Conclude on the appropriateness of the Members of the Board's use of the going concern 

basis of accounting, and based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty 

exists related to event or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Entity's ability to 

continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required 
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to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the Annual Accounts or, if 

such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on audit 

evidence obtained up to the date of the auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions 

may cause the Entity to cease to continue as a going-concern; 

 Evaluating the overall presentation, structure and content of the Annual Accounts and the 

Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred, and evaluating whether these Annual 

Accounts and the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred reflect a true and 

fair view of the underlying transactions and events. 

We communicate with the Members of the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned 

scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in 

internal control that we identify during our audit. 

Report on regulatory requirements 

Responsibilities of the Members of the Board 

The Members of the Board are responsible for the compliance by the Entity with the legal and 

regulatory requirements applicable in Belgium, its articles of association, the legal and regulatory 

requirements regarding bookkeeping and the provisions of the Grant Agreement between the 

European Parliament and the Entity (‘the Funding Agreement’), Regulation (EU, Euratom) No. 

1141/2014, Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2018/1046 (‘the Financial Regulation’) and the underlying 

acts. 

Responsibilities of the auditor 

Our audit work included specific procedures to gather sufficient and appropriate audit evidence to 

verify, in all material respects, that the financial provisions and obligations of the grant award 

agreement, Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 1141/2014, Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2018/1046 (‘the 

Financial Regulation’) and the underlying acts have been met. 

Independence matters 

We have not performed any other services that are not compatible with the audit of the Annual 

Accounts and the Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually incurred and we have remained 

independent of the Entity during the course of our mandate.  

Other communications 

 Without prejudice to certain formal aspects of minor importance, the accounting records were 

maintained in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements applicable in Belgium; 

 The costs declared were actually incurred; 

 The statement of revenue is exhaustive;  

 The financial documents submitted by the entity to the European Parliament are consistent with 

the financial provisions of the Funding Agreement;  

 The obligations arising from Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 1141/2014, in particular from Article 

20 thereof, have been met;  
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 The obligations arising from the Funding Agreement, in particular from Article II.9 and Article 

II.19 thereof, have been met;  

 Any surplus of Union funding is carried over to the next financial year and has been used in the 

first quarter of that financial year, pursuant to Article 222(7) of the Financial Regulation; 

 Any surplus of own resources was transferred to the reserve;  

 We were not yet provided with the financial statements prepared in accordance with the 

international accounting standards defined in article 2 of regulation (EC) No 1606/2002. The 

financial statements prepared in accordance with the international accounting standards will be 

subject to a separate audit opinion. 

 

Vilvoorde, June 29, 2022 

Grant Thornton Bedrijfsrevisoren SCRL 

Represented by 

 

 

Gunther Loits 

Registered auditor
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Annex 1: Annual accounts 
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Annex 2: Final Statement of eligible expenditure actually 
incurred 

 



FINAL BUDGET 2021 23.05.2022

Eligible costs Budget Actual Budget Actual

A.1: Personnel costs 534 500,00 440 109,21
D.1. Dissolution of "Provision to 
cover eligible costs of the first 
quarter of year N"

n/a 168 000,00

1. Salaries 482 500,00 429 093,00
D.2. European Parliament 
funding awarded for year N

1 356 372,00 1 218 962,00

2. Contributions D.3.  Member contributions 1 800,00 1 900,00

3. Professional training 2 000,00 3 044,30 3.1 from member organisations 1 900,00

4. Staff missions expenses 50 000,00 7 971,91 3.2 from individual members
5. Other personnel costs D.4 Donations 20 000,00 14 713,98
A.2: Infrastructure and operating 
costs

88 000,00 80 920,41 < 500 713,98

1. Rent, charges and maintenance 
costs

45 000,00 35 008,36 > 500 14 000,00

2. Costs relating to installation, 
operation and maintenance of 
equipment

D.5 Other own resources 50 000,00 60 591,69

3. Depreciation of movable and 
immovable property

20 000,00 13 174,98 (to be listed)

4. Stationery and office supplies 15 000,00 17 482,42 RLS Rückzahlung aus 2020 -1 408,31
5. Postal and telecommunications 
charges

8 000,00 15 254,65 RLF 50 000,00

6. Printing, translation and 
reproduction costs

NPI 12 000,00

7. Other infrastructure costs
A.3: Administrative costs 17 000,00 26 140,63

1. Documentation costs (newspapers, 
press agencies, databases)

2. Costs of studies and research
3. Legal costs
4. Accounting and audit costs 15 000,00 26 140,63
5. Miscellaneous administrative costs 2 000,00
6. Support to third partiesA.4: Meetings and representation 
costs

70 000,00 33 068,73
1. Costs of meetings 70 000,00 33 068,73
2. Participation in seminars and 
3. Representation costs
4. Costs of invitations
5. Other meeting-related costsA.5: Information and publication 
costs

718 672,00 655 325,54
1. Publication costs 350 000,00 180 182,63
2. Creation and operation of Internet 
3. Publicity costs
4. Communications equipment 
5. Seminar and exhibitions 368 672,00 475 142,91
6. Other information-related costs
A.6. Allocation to "Provision to 
cover eligible costs of the first 
quarter of year N+1"

217 888,05

A. TOTAL ELIGIBLE COSTS 1 428 172,00 1 453 452,57

Ineligible costs D.6. Interest from pre-financing

1. Allocation to other provisions D.7. Contributions in kind
2. Financial charges D. TOTAL REVENUE 1 428 172,00 1 464 167,67
3. Exchange losses E. profit/loss (D-C) 0,00 10 000,00

4. Doubtful claims on third parties

5. Others (to be specified) 715,10
6. Contributions in kind

B. TOTAL INELIGIBLE COSTS 0,00 715,10
F. Allocation of own resources to 
the reserve account

10 000,00

C. TOTAL COSTS 1 428 172,00 1 454 167,67
G. Profit/loss for verifying 
compliance with the no-profit 
rule (E-F)

0,00 0,00

 Annex b) to call for proposals

Costs Revenue
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Activity report 2021 and 1st quarter 2022 
 

 

1. The media and publication activities 

 

Released Texts and Newsletters 

  

Over 220 texts released (Blog, Focus sections, calendar 
announcements) (EN) 

  

with over 340 translations (German, French, Spanish, 
Greek, Italian) 

  

  

6 regular and 6 special newsletters (dedicated to: 

IV. International Marxist-Feminist Conference,  

2021 transform! Yearbook, 20 years Genoa, The Right to 
Good and Affordable Housing for All, and the 

Economic Reactions of EU Members States to the Covid-19 
Crisis) 

 

 

  

https://www.transform-network.net/newsletter/issue/international-marxist-feminist-conference-1/
https://www.transform-network.net/newsletter/issue/presenting-the-2021-transform-yearbook/
https://www.transform-network.net/newsletter/issue/genoa-2021-the-struggle-for-another-world-continues-1/
https://www.transform-network.net/newsletter/issue/special-newsletter-housing/
https://www.transform-network.net/newsletter/issue/special-newsletter-housing/
https://www.transform-network.net/newsletter/issue/special-newsletter-upcoming-events-economic-reactions-to-covid-19-trumpism/
https://www.transform-network.net/newsletter/issue/special-newsletter-upcoming-events-economic-reactions-to-covid-19-trumpism/
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tr! yearbook 2021 

 

Capitalism’s Deadly Threat.  

transform! 2021 

Edited by Walter Baier, Eric Canepa and Haris Golemis 

Merlin Press Ltd. 

www.merlinpress.co.uk  

ISBN 978-0-85036-770-6 

Paperback 

Price: £ 20.00 

 

Published also as an eBook, Price 8.00€: 

https://transform-yearbook.net/ 

 

Announcement on tr! Website 

tr! yearbook Talks - Launch Event 

 

transform! 2021 looks at capitalism's impact on the world 
ecosystem and the concomitant economic crisis, with their 
effects on logistics and borders, the structure of work, 
healthcare systems, European integration, geopolitical 
power relations, and gender relations – but at the same 
time the breaches in neoliberal hegemony. 

 

  

 

Euromemo 2021 

 

transform! published the  German edition of the 
Euromemo   

edited by VSA Verlag (as a supplement to the monthly 
journal Sozialismus) 

 

  

https://www.transform-network.net/network/authors/detail/walter-baier/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/authors/detail/eric-canepa/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/authors/detail/haris-golemis/
http://www.merlinpress.co.uk/
https://transform-yearbook.net/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/yearbook/overview/article/transform-europe-yearbook-2021/transform-europe-yearbook-2021-1/
https://www.transform-network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=10075&cHash=644bb4f3912a805d97540b9a0c9796fe
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SCONFINATE FRONTIERE 

Riace: l’autogoverno delle migrazioni contro la governance 
capitalistica 

By (eds + co-authors): Alessandro Tedde e Fulvia Teano 
 Mimesis publishing house  

Isbn: 9788857588322 

 
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US
:8732d978-f2cc-3d81-b2e2-c71ba4ec160a 
  
 

 

 ePaper 
 
In the heart of Fortress Europe: Austria’s role in 
border externalization policies in the Western Balkans  

This paper discusses the role of Austria as a key player 
in lobbying for and implementing border 
externalization policies in the Western Balkans. The 
authors map different actors, organizations, and 
multilateral cooperations that actively shape the so 
called "migration management“ in the region and 
discuss Bosnia and Herzegovina as a case study.  
 
Authors: 
 Nidžara Ahmetašević and Klaudia Wieser  
 
in cooperation with the European Institute for 
Progressive Cultural Policies (EIPCP)  

 

 

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:8732d978-f2cc-3d81-b2e2-c71ba4ec160a
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:8732d978-f2cc-3d81-b2e2-c71ba4ec160a
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:8732d978-f2cc-3d81-b2e2-c71ba4ec160a
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:8732d978-f2cc-3d81-b2e2-c71ba4ec160a
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eDossier 

Riace: Local Impact of a Case of Self-Valorisation of Migrant 
Labour in the Frame of the Global Compact 

 

By Alessandro Tedde , Francesco Nurra , Andrea Devoto , 
Fulvia Teano  

 

In this publication, the authors present a multidisciplinary 
analysis of the case of Riace and the broader context of 
Italian migration policies. 

 

  

 

 

Brochure 

How to Enact Change – Through Legislative Initiative and 
Referendum Processes 

 

Published in October 2021 by Institute of 8th March, 
Slovenia with support of tr! 

Available in English and Slovenian language 

 

In two successful left campaigns, the Institute of 8 March 
(Slovenia) has managed to effectively mobilise people 
to finally bring about legislative change. Supported by 
transform! europe, in this publication, the activists 
describe the steps in their remarkable success, the 
obstacles along the way and how they overcome them. 

 

For more details, please refer to Chapter: f) Central and 
Eastern Europe (CEE) 

 

 

 

 

Other media cooperation in 
Central and Eastern Europe 

 

For more information please refer to the Central and 
Eastern Europe Strategy Chapter. 

 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/riace-local-impact-of-a-case-of-self-valorisation-of-migrant-labour-in-the-frame-of-the-global-comp/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/riace-local-impact-of-a-case-of-self-valorisation-of-migrant-labour-in-the-frame-of-the-global-comp/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/alessandro-tedde/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/francesco-nurra/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/andrea-devoto/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/fulvia-teano/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/how-to-enact-change-through-legislative-initiative-and-referendum-processes/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/how-to-enact-change-through-legislative-initiative-and-referendum-processes/
https://www.transform-network.net/fileadmin/user_upload/how_to_enact_change.pdf
https://www.transform-network.net/fileadmin/user_upload/kako_do_sprememb.pdf
https://euc-word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?ui=en%2DGB&rs=de%2DDE&wopisrc=https%3A%2F%2Ftransformnetworknet-my.sharepoint.com%2Fpersonal%2Fsteiner_transform-network_net%2F_vti_bin%2Fwopi.ashx%2Ffiles%2F5b9506ebeb3444e783409b41f60d8988&wdenableroaming=1&mscc=1&wdodb=1&hid=AC0129A0-7005-3000-E583-9A288782EA5D&wdorigin=ItemsView&wdhostclicktime=1647085272051&jsapi=1&jsapiver=v1&newsession=1&corrid=093390bc-1a22-4cf3-9c1f-bfa517023541&usid=093390bc-1a22-4cf3-9c1f-bfa517023541&sftc=1&mtf=1&sfp=1&instantedit=1&wopicomplete=1&wdredirectionreason=Unified_SingleFlush&rct=Medium&ctp=LeastProtected#_m2z0rpebcl4z
https://euc-word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?ui=en%2DGB&rs=de%2DDE&wopisrc=https%3A%2F%2Ftransformnetworknet-my.sharepoint.com%2Fpersonal%2Fsteiner_transform-network_net%2F_vti_bin%2Fwopi.ashx%2Ffiles%2F5b9506ebeb3444e783409b41f60d8988&wdenableroaming=1&mscc=1&wdodb=1&hid=AC0129A0-7005-3000-E583-9A288782EA5D&wdorigin=ItemsView&wdhostclicktime=1647085272051&jsapi=1&jsapiver=v1&newsession=1&corrid=093390bc-1a22-4cf3-9c1f-bfa517023541&usid=093390bc-1a22-4cf3-9c1f-bfa517023541&sftc=1&mtf=1&sfp=1&instantedit=1&wopicomplete=1&wdredirectionreason=Unified_SingleFlush&rct=Medium&ctp=LeastProtected#_m2z0rpebcl4z
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Book 

Radical in Diversity: Europe's Left 2010-2020 

 

by Amieke Bouma, Cornelia Hildebrandt and Danai Koltsida 
(eds.) 

 

This volume reviews the full breadth of discussions around 
the left project from 2010 to 2020, tracking developments 
within the left across Europe – edited by Amieke Bouma 
and transform! europe's Cornelia Hildebrandt and Danai 
Koltsida. 

 

Merlin Press 

 

 

 

ePaper 

Conference on the Future of Europe: A Futile Exercise or an 
Opportunity for the Radical Left? 
 

By Pedro Chaves Giraldo 

 

This paper provides an analysis of the objectives of the 
Conference on the Future of Europe, conducted by Pedro 
Chaves Giraldo, lecturer, political scientist and coordinator 
of the Spanish edition of Le Monde diplomatique. 

 

 

 

 

eDossier 

Economic Anti-Crisis Measures of EU Member States After 
the Outbreak of Covid-19 in 2020 
 

By Roland Kulke , Ilona Švihlíková , Eduardo Sánchez 
Iglesias , Matteo Gaddi , Eleftheria Angeli , Mauricio 
Rezende Dias , Michał Menes , Emma Clancy , Pauline 
Debanes , Michael Schwan 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/radical-in-diversity-europes-left-2010-2020/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/amieke-bouma/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/cornelia-hildebrandt/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/danai-koltsida/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/conference-on-the-future-of-europe-a-futile-exercise-or-an-opportunity-for-the-radical-left/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/conference-on-the-future-of-europe-a-futile-exercise-or-an-opportunity-for-the-radical-left/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/pedro-chaves-giraldo-1/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/economic-anti-crisis-measures-of-eu-member-states-after-the-outbreak-of-covid-19-in-2020/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/economic-anti-crisis-measures-of-eu-member-states-after-the-outbreak-of-covid-19-in-2020/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/roland-kulke/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/ilona-svihlikova/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/eduardo-sanchez-iglesias/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/eduardo-sanchez-iglesias/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/matteo-gaddi/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/eleftheria-angeli/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/mauricio-rezende-dias/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/mauricio-rezende-dias/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/michal-menes/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/emma-clancy/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/pauline-debanes/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/pauline-debanes/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/michael-schwan/
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A turn towards socio-ecological transformation or a 
continuation of the neoliberal overexploitation of people 
and nature? Study on the response of selected EU Member 
States to the outbreak of the corona crisis, commissioned 
by transform! europe. 

 

 

 

 

ePaper 

Implications of COVID-19 on Women Workers in the 
Service Sector. A Special Focus on Italy 

 

By Tania Toffanin 

 

Women workers have been hit particularly hard by the 
corona crisis, with implications for all areas of life, ranging 
from health to social and economic issues. This research 
carried out by feminist sociologist Tania Toffanin examines 
various consequences of the crisis on women workers‘ lives 
in Italy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ePaper 

Security and the Left in Europe. 
Towards a New Left Concept of 
Security 

 

By Katerina Anastasiou , Axel Ruppert , Sofian Philip Naceur 

 

Security is a basic need and an urgent necessity for 
everyone, particularly for those affected by war, violent 
conflict, police brutality, hate crimes, or domestic violence. 
Yet, current debates on security are mostly co-opted by the 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/implications-of-covid-19-on-women-workers-in-the-service-sector-a-special-focus-on-italy/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/implications-of-covid-19-on-women-workers-in-the-service-sector-a-special-focus-on-italy/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/tania-toffanin/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/security-and-the-left-in-europe-towards-a-new-left-concept-of-security/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/security-and-the-left-in-europe-towards-a-new-left-concept-of-security/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/security-and-the-left-in-europe-towards-a-new-left-concept-of-security/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/katerina-anastasiou/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/axel-ruppert/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/sofian-philip-naceur-1/
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right, and repressive and discriminating policies are 
justified in the name of security. 

 

 

 

 

eBook 

1969: The Year the Workers Shook 
the World. The contemporary significance of the 
Italian workers' struggles during the historic autunno caldo 

 

English edition 

 

By Paolo Ferrero 

 

1969 was the year of the workers' revolt, which involved a 
large part of the industrialised world: from Italy to Poland, 
from France to the U.S.A — a revolt that questioned the 
unacceptable conditions in which the working classes lived. 

 

DeriveApprodi  

 

 

 

 

eDossier 

Coalition of Labour: Worker's Voices 
in Europe 

 

By Roberto Morea , Andrea Allamprese , Nathan Gaborit , 
Edoardo Esposto , Beatriz Casas González 

 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/1969-the-year-the-workers-shook-the-world/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/1969-the-year-the-workers-shook-the-world/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/paolo-ferrero/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/coalition-of-labour-workers-voices-in-europe/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/coalition-of-labour-workers-voices-in-europe/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/roberto-morea/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/andrea-allamprese/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/nathan-gaborit/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/edoardo-esposto/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/beatriz-casas-gonzalez/
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In the last decades, the working and living conditions of 
millions of workers all across Europe have significantly 
deteriorated. The organisers of this research project not 
only talked about workers but talked with them, on issues 
such as working and living conditions, the perceived causes 
of their situation, and the impact of the pandemic. 

 

 

 

Europe as a Common. Exploring 
Transversal Social Ethics 

 

By Walter Baier , Cornelia Hildebrandt , Franz Kronreif , 
Luisa Sello (eds.) 

 

“This economy kills”, Pope Francis wrote 2013 in his 
encyclical Evangeli Gaudium, opening thus the door for a 
dialogue between Catholic Christians and socialists of 
Marxist orientation. 

 

 

 

 

 

6th European Left Congress 
Questionnaire – Data Summary 

 

The survey was conducted by transform! europe and La 
FEC (Europe of Citizens Foundation / Fundación por la 
Europa de los Ciudadanos). 

 

The present survey on the Party of the European Left (EL) is 
based on the answers given to the questionnaire by the 
delegates to the 6th Congress of the Party of the European 
Left (EL), held in Málaga between 13 and 15 December 
2019. 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/europe-as-a-common-exploring-transversal-social-ethics/
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/europe-as-a-common-exploring-transversal-social-ethics/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/walter-baier/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/cornelia-hildebrandt/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/franz-kronreif/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/luisa-sello/
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March: Report on the event: “The future of clean energy. Hydrogen and Europe's energy system” 
(productive transformation) (https://www.transform-network.net/fr/agenda/event/the-future-of-
clean-energy/) 
  
June: “The Economic Reaction of Selected EU Member States to the Outbreak of the Corona 
Crisis 2020” (productive transformation) (https://www.transform-
network.net/index.php?id=934&L=5&tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9851&tx_news_pi1%5Bcon
troller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=080316c45e03329578035fad4
27600ab)  
 
September: “Von der Leyen’s State of the Union Address – In Search of Europe’s Soul” 
(productive transformation) (https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/von-der-
leyens-state-of-the-union-address-in-search-of-europes-soul/) 
 

2. transform! Events and research in the frame of the main 
programmes / working groups 

a) European Integration and the Strategic Perspectives of 
the Radical Left - Angelina Giannopoulou 

   
PUBLICATION 

https://www.transform-network.net/fr/agenda/event/the-future-of-clean-energy/
https://www.transform-network.net/fr/agenda/event/the-future-of-clean-energy/
https://www.transform-network.net/index.php?id=934&L=5&tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9851&tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=080316c45e03329578035fad427600ab
https://www.transform-network.net/index.php?id=934&L=5&tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9851&tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=080316c45e03329578035fad427600ab
https://www.transform-network.net/index.php?id=934&L=5&tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9851&tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=080316c45e03329578035fad427600ab
https://www.transform-network.net/index.php?id=934&L=5&tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9851&tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=080316c45e03329578035fad427600ab
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/von-der-leyens-state-of-the-union-address-in-search-of-europes-soul/
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/von-der-leyens-state-of-the-union-address-in-search-of-europes-soul/
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E-dossier 

Avalaible in English 

Pages: 34 

Title: “The European Left in the ‘20s. Is there a strategy?” : Strategy Seminar 2021  

 

Date: March 2022 

Edited by Angelina Giannopoulou 

Description: Transform! Europe and the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation have established 
cooperation of strategic importance since 2015 when the first Strategy Seminar of the 
founda¬tions took place in Berlin. This annual event aims to serve as a space of timely 
debates for the left in Europe bringing together academics, politicians, social movements 
activists, and civil society actors from a broad spectrum of fields and socio-political 
networks. This year’s seminar, under the ti¬tle “The European Left in the 20s. Is there a 
strategy?”, was organized on 25-26 October 2021 combining physical and online 
participation. Thirty people participated in the event contributing with speeches, 
commentaries, studies, and a short-film presentation, 26 of them on-site and 4 online. This 
e- Dossier is a compilation of selected contributions of the seminar and serves as an 
insight into the debate we had during our meeting. Seven articles open the debate upon 
the radical left strategy in Europe, the process of the European integration, the question 
of democracy and the democratic rights in Europe, including the particular role of the 
German Constitutional Court, the rise of authoritarianism in France, and the need for an 
antifascist movement of our times, the question of ecology and the with the political left, 
the transformations of the industrial sector reflected in the “industry 4.0” project, and 
next steps for the European left and its organizing.   

  

Events and research  

1. Analysis: “The positioning of the left-wing parties in Europe towards the war in 
Ukraine”, by Angelina Giannopoulou, based on the collection of statements by left-wing 
parties and other organisations.  

Presented in the Board of Transform. 

https://transformnetworknet-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/steiner_transform-network_net/ESNGQr0oX3xPv7TXltGljAsBOm-EQ4h4UKm0rsYtTaM_8w?rtime=aDzeBdcB2kg&fbclid=IwAR3o0rOk_6shAohDMKKtSMGgTrnUhfSC-LHfyAD-n84YKZIBAhF-hnlnau8
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2. Study:   “Do we speak the same language? 

An overview of the discourse of left-wing leaders and personalities in Europe”  

 

Language: English 

November 2021 (presented also in the Strategy Seminar November 2021) 

Author: Angelina Giannopoulou  

Pages: 65 

Description: A year ago we launched a series of web – interviews under the title “Meeting 
the Left” with the roll-out taking place in May 2020 and the last interview being broadcast 
in November 2020. Our aim was to gather leftist leaders throughout Europe, no matter 
the size of the outreach of each party in its respective country, to listen to their views upon 
the pandemic crisis, the EU’s response, the national strategies, the leftist opposition, the 
alliances of the left (social and/or political ones), the strategic challenges of a 
contemporary left project, etc. This study arose as an idea after the completion of the 
series when we realised that we have a recherche material in our hands, namely, the 
leaders of the left-wing parties in Europe presenting their views, perceptions, and policies 
according to questions and topics that were commonly posed to all of them in a very 
particular period. The whole series was organised around the same thematic axes and the 
scheme had a European direction. We, therefore, found this material valuable enough to 
try to make the best out of it, that is to dig into the views, positions, strategic proposals, 
and concerns of the politicians from a critical and comparative angle and try to designate 
convergences, divergences, common language or differential discourses upon the same 
topics.   

  

  

3. Seminar on-site & online “The European Left in the 20s. Is there a strategy?” 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ogup6T7bh8g&list=PLE8NFEU2PRpN9I00U0cJMEl30TBUrKkaW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ogup6T7bh8g&list=PLE8NFEU2PRpN9I00U0cJMEl30TBUrKkaW
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/the-european-left-in-the-20s-is-there-a-strategy/
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25-26 October 2021, Vienna 

Videos to be published soon in our YouTube channel 

Language: English 

  

The annual seminar of transform! europe and the Rosa-Luxemburg-Foundation around strategic 
questions of the radical left in Europe. 

The point of departure for our discussion is the need for an analysis of the current political and social 
developments, the left’s weakness and unclear programmatic proposals, especially those involving 
European integration. Our aim is to deepen our understanding of the specific obstacles to and the 
difficulties around the left’s transnational organisation and cooperation, and, to improve the capacity 
of our forces for political action. The first priority is to discuss and develop proposals for practical 
implementation right now. The cardinal challenge is how the European left can effectively intervene 
and promote a policy change in the face of the social, economic, and political consequences of the 
pandemic and the limited capacity, or better willingness, for action of the European Union. 

  

  

4. Webinar: Left Populism: from the economic crisis to the pandemic  

organised by transform!Danmark. 

Date: 20 May 2021 

Language: English 

Description: In the context of the economic crisis in 2008, political parties from the left 
such as Syriza, Podemos, and La France Insoumise as well as Corbynism within the Labour 
Party challenged the politics of austerity and aimed at channeling people’s discontent. 
These parties, with different orientations, were labelled as ‘left populist’. In the face of the 
pandemic and its economic consequences, it seems important to ask: What is the 
significance of the concept of left populism nowadays? What is its (potential) contribution 
to the formation of a larger left project 

  

  
Socialist  - Christian Dialogue 
 

Symposium in Cadiz, organised by Dialop, 22-24 August 2021: 

https://www.transformdanmark.dk/?p=1652
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     "Positions, approaches and goals urging for a transformation: Pope Francis’ Fratelli tutti 
demands and stimulates transversal crossways. Within the framework of the DIALOP initiative, 
Christians and Marxists will discuss and adopt a joint paper emerged through dialogue."  

https://www.dialop.eu/about.html 

 

Left Theory 
 

Online Conference 2-5 December 2021 

International Conference Constituting Democracies 

International Conference with the participation of politicians, writers, social scientists from 
all over Latin America and Europe to discuss constituent processes, the emergence of fascism, 
art and politics, plurinationality, geopolitics, climate crisis and fake news, among other topics. 

 

Video recording with subtitles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NoFj9qV7uZ8  

 
 

 

https://www.dialop.eu/about.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NoFj9qV7uZ8
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Book Presentation 2 November 2021 

Otto Bauer's "The Austrian Revolution" 
Discussion marking the publication of Otto Bauer’s magisterial work in English, The Austrian 
Revolution. 
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/otto-bauers-the-austrian-revolution/  

Video recording: https://youtu.be/BAB4i2Fwt5U  

 

Book Presentation and Discussion, Vienna, 24 March 2022 (postponed from November)  

Between Two World Wars! 
Die Zwischenkriegszeit, bis zur Übernahme der Macht durch die Dollfuß Regierung 1932, war 
eine selten fruchtbare Zeit für die sozialistische intellektuelle und künstlerische Bewegung in 
Österreich. Im Rahmen der Veranstaltung werden drei Referenzbücher zum 
Austromarxismus und Sozialismus in der Zwischenkriegszeit in Österreich präsentiert. 

 
Veranstaltungsraum von transform! europe 
Gusshausstraße 14/3, 1040 Wien 

 

29 - 30 May 2021 
Conference Vienna and online 

Socialism in Central and Eastern Europe and Austro-Marxism 
Watch the video recordings here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG-
1KuyAY3c&list=PLE8NFEU2PRpNCUrBOIfR0Ap4AEllJiJzx  

 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/otto-bauers-the-austrian-revolution/
https://youtu.be/BAB4i2Fwt5U
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/socialism-in-central-and-eastern-europe-and-austro-marxism/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG-1KuyAY3c&list=PLE8NFEU2PRpNCUrBOIfR0Ap4AEllJiJzx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG-1KuyAY3c&list=PLE8NFEU2PRpNCUrBOIfR0Ap4AEllJiJzx
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Left theory for the 21st century Volume I 

Thinking Left Governmentality: The SYRIZA Experience 2015-2019 
By Michalis Bartsidis , Costas Douzinas (eds) 
The first analysis by Greek and international left intellectuals to place Syriza's experience in 
government being confronted with the Troika in the context of the contemporary theoretical 
debate. 
 

 

Left theory for the 21st century Volume II 

Living in Dark Times 
By Michalis Bartsidis , Costas Douzinas (eds.) 

https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/michalis-bartsidis/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/costas-douzinas/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/michalis-bartsidis/
https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/costas-douzinas/
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This volume reflects on the dark side of our times, the negativity that radical political strategy 
must address, manage and transform. Negativity appears either as a dialectical moment of 
passage or as the return of evil in biopolitical governance. 
                                                                       

 

b)      Productive transformation and Socioecology - 
Roland Kulke 
6th March: Matteo Gaddi from Punto Rosso presented first findings of 2019/2020 research of the 
productive transformation WG on the national anti-Covid crisis economic measures of the EU member 
states. At that time the research was not yet published. We presented and discussed the findings with 
the German speaking countries based “Assoziation for kritische Gesellschaftsforschung” (AkG) 
(https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/the-economic-reaction-of-selected-eu-member-
states-to-the-outbreak-of-the-corona-crisis-2020/) 

24th March: Online Event “The future of clean energy. Hydrogen and Europe's energy system” with 
MEP Cornelia Ernst, Die Linke and with Friends of the Earth Europe. https://www.transform-
network.net/blog/article/the-future-of-clean-energy-hydrogen-and-europes-energy-system/  

21st May: Online Event on housing in Madrid, Paris, Brussles and Berlin (peak was 100 online) 
https://www.transform-
network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9816&cHash=6b6d1ed0ca6cf193c0a2d039
f8f29b76  

12th June: book launch of transform europe studies on the national anti-Covid crisis economic 
measures of the EU member states (https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/the-
economic-reaction-of-selected-eu-member-states-to-the-outbreak-of-the-corona-crisis-2020/) 

3rd to 11th November: transform europe delegation to Glasgow COP26 with four different events self-
organized or co-organized.  

 

c) Feminism and Marxism – Heidi Ambrosch 

International Marxist Feminist Conference 11 – 13 November 2021 
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/marxist-feminist-conference/ 

https://marxfemconference.com/ 

See video recordings https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaBSeqEV3LigsE56ZHpcorw  

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/the-economic-reaction-of-selected-eu-member-states-to-the-outbreak-of-the-corona-crisis-2020/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/the-economic-reaction-of-selected-eu-member-states-to-the-outbreak-of-the-corona-crisis-2020/
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/the-future-of-clean-energy-hydrogen-and-europes-energy-system/
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/the-future-of-clean-energy-hydrogen-and-europes-energy-system/
https://www.transform-network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9816&cHash=6b6d1ed0ca6cf193c0a2d039f8f29b76
https://www.transform-network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9816&cHash=6b6d1ed0ca6cf193c0a2d039f8f29b76
https://www.transform-network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9816&cHash=6b6d1ed0ca6cf193c0a2d039f8f29b76
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/the-economic-reaction-of-selected-eu-member-states-to-the-outbreak-of-the-corona-crisis-2020/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/the-economic-reaction-of-selected-eu-member-states-to-the-outbreak-of-the-corona-crisis-2020/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/marxist-feminist-conference/
https://marxfemconference.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaBSeqEV3LigsE56ZHpcorw
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04 March 2021 online 

 

Film Presentation and Debate 

Our Bodies – Our Choice – Our Decisions 
 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/our-bodies-our-choice-our-decisions/
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18 February 2021  
 
"Bad Girls and Disobedient Wombs"  

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/bad-girls-and-disobedient-wombs/  
 
Video recording: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmhKt3L4hRo&feature=emb_title  
 

 
  
 
Organised by transform! europe and the Iratzar Foundation (Basque Country), this webinar 
focussed on the political and social control of women's bodies, one of the axes of the IV. 
International Marxist Feminist Conference. 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/bad-girls-and-disobedient-wombs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmhKt3L4hRo&feature=emb_title
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d) Global strategy and Migration – Katerina Anastasiou 
 
Webinars, workshops and events  
 

 

Monday, 8.2.2021 
 18:30 – 20:30 (CET) 
  
Othering the Other: Migration and Media 
Disinformation 

In this webinar we discussed the nexus between 
fake news, misinformation and migration. We 
explored the impact of fake news in the migration 
discourse, and also gave insights on the mechanics 
of fake news and how they are weaponized by far 
right and fascist groups. 
  
 
Tenerife Antirrumores and the Disinfaux Collective 
focused on the cases of Tenerife and Lesbos 
respectively, and together with Fulvia Teano, a 
young researcher who focuses on the case of 
Riace, we discussed the transnational aspects of 
the issue 
  
Speakers: 
 Disinfaux Collective (Greece) 
 Daura Vera Hernandez (Tenerife Antirrumores, 
Spain) 
 Fulvia Teano (researcher, Italy) 
  
Moderation: 
 Katerina Anastasiou (transform! europe) 
  
recording: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTjKFIY
ZVQg 
  
 

https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/katerina-anastasiou/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTjKFIYZVQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTjKFIYZVQg
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Tuesday, 23 February 
18:00 (CET) 
Webinar 

A Contribution to the Critique of Political 
Economy of Digital Capitalism 

In his lecture Christian Fuchs addresses the 
question of what digital capitalism is and why it 
should be criticised. A webinar organised by 
transform.at and transform! europe. Watch the 
full video. 
 
Language: German 
Speaker:  Christian Fuchs 
  
 
Moderation: 
 Peter Fleissner (transform.at) 
 & 
 Katerina Anastasiou (transform! europe) 
 
Recording: https://youtu.be/XGEZM8Dtgpo 

  

 

Thursday, 17 June 
 15:00 – 17:00 (CET) 
  
Publication launch and discussion 

Security and the Left in Europe – 
Perspectives from the European Parliament 

Together with the MEPs Özlem Demirel and Idoia 
Villanueva Ruiz, we discussed the concept of 
security: Why do we need a new concept of 
security for the left in Europe? What are the major 
debates over security in the EP? What are the next 
steps the Left in the EP as well as social 
movements can take to guarantee the right to 
safety for all? 
 
Security is a basic need and an urgent necessity for 
everyone, particularly for those affected by war, 
violent conflict, police brutality, hate crimes, or 
domestic violence. Yet, current debates on 
security are mostly co-opted by the right, and 
repressive and discriminating policies are justified 
in the name of security. This ranges from foreign 
policy decisions to law and order practices within 
the EU. 

https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/katerina-anastasiou/
https://youtu.be/XGEZM8Dtgpo
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The drafting and developing a new comprehensive 
left concept of security is long overdue, but it is 
clearly possible and feasible, as the publication 
‘Towards a New Concept of Security’ by the Rosa-
Luxemburg-Stiftung Brussels Office and transform! 
europe demonstrates. The report reflects a series 
of discussions among more than 50 activists, 
representatives of left and progressive parties, 
social movements, and NGOs from 18 different 
countries aimed at stimulating a debate about the 
cornerstones of a new and intersectional left 
approach to security. 
Speakers: 
 Özlem Alev Demirel (@oezlemalevdemirel), 
Member of the European Parliament and Vice-
Chair of the Subcommittee on Security and 
Defence, Die LINKE / The Left (@theleft), formerly 
GUE/NGL 
 
Idoia Villanueva Ruiz (@IdoiaVR), Member of the 
European Parliament and Committee on Foreign 
Affairs Coordinator for the Left, Podemos / The 
Left (@theleft), formerly GUE/NGL 
 
Moderation: 
 Katerina Anastasiou, transform! europe, 
 Axel Ruppert, Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung Brussels 
Office (@rosalux-europe) 
 
Languages 
 English, German and Spanish interpretation will be 
provided 
  
In cooperation with the RLS Brussels Office 
  
Recording : https://youtu.be/bPPrtArS9Pg 
  
  

 
 

 
Wednesday, 1 September 
 15:00 – 17:00 CET 
  
Webinar 
  
Security and the Left in Europe Workshop 
VI: Digitalisation 
  
This was the sixth workshop of the series 
“Security and the Left in Europe - towards a 
new Left concept of security”. 
 
Boosted by the COVID-19 pandemic the 

https://youtu.be/bPPrtArS9Pg
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digitalization of our lives has accelerated 
rapidly. While it provides solutions to 
challenges of our times and it has become 
part and parcel of EU states response to the 
pandemic, the risks and threats to 
fundamental rights, such as privacy and the 
right not to be discriminated against are 
present and not to be overseen.  
  
In this invitation-only session, we discussed 
security in the digital age and explored the 
following questions:  
  
When privacy is debated in Europe, who’s 
privacy are we debating about? Who’s 
security is taken into account?  
How do we counter the trend that mass 
surveillance is continuously expanded in the 
name of security? 
What are the counter-strategies to mobilise 
the public against mass surveillance? 
What would be the cornerstones of 
progressive and effective digital security? 
  
Speakers:  
 
Kateřina Konečná, Member of the Euorpean 
Parliament and the Communist Party of 
Bohemia and Moravia 
  
Ella Jakubowska, policy officer on biometrics 
and AI at the European Digital Rights   
  
Simona Levi,  activist and founder of Xnet, 
which is one of the leading Spanish projects 
on digital rights. 
  
In cooperation with the RLS Brussels Office 
  
The event was recorded and a podcast was 
edited as a result by the radio-collective 
“Women on air” 
  
https://cba.fro.at/526509 

https://cba.fro.at/526509
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Saturday, 16 October  
12:00-13:30 
  
Racism and War: Breaking the Cycles of 
Violence 
  
hybrid workshop organized in the frame of 
the IPB World Peace Congress in Barcelona  
 
 
Racism, an ideology deeply rooted in white 
western societies has been instrumental for 
the justification of wars, violence and 
oppression throughout history. In today’s 
world, racism is also the governing ideology 
of migration politics – refugees and migrants 
have been continuously framed by political 
leadership as a “threat to national security” 
and either let to die or are cluttered in gated 
camps under inhumane conditions. 
FRONTEX is patrolling the European border 
in military gear, rather than engaging in 
Search and Rescue missions and even 
commits illegal push backs. In the US, 
despite the ongoing mass mobilization of 
antiracist movements, hopes that the Biden 
administration will change course in 
migration governance, have been failed. On 
the contrary, in September 2021, 10.000 
Haitians were deported back to the island 
that is plagued by natural catastrophes, 
poverty and violence. Amidst the 
economical tensions between China and the 
US, anti-Asian racism is also on the rise. In 
past and present racism has enabled war 
and war has enabled racism. During this 
workshop we analyzed the current discourse 
in the USA and Europe and discussed 
strategies that will help us break this cycle of 
violence. In which way everyday antiracism 
is a contribution to peace? Is peace possible 
in a racist society? 
  
Inputs by: 
Cristina María Zamora Gómez, WILPF Spain, 
Malaga  
Kazembe Balagun, Rosa Luxemburg 
Foundation , New York  
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Nasim Lomani, Steki Metanastwn, Athens 
Marga Ferre, co-president, transform! 
Europe, Madrid  
Carrie Hou, Abolish Frontex  
Chrissy Stonebaker (FOR-USA)  
 
 
Moderation: Katerina Anastasiou 
(transform!europe) 
 Recording: https://youtu.be/rzIlAzg-kQc 
  
 
 
 

  Saturday, 16.10.2021 
 20:30-21:30 (CET) 
 
in situ workshop organized in the frame of the 
IPB World Peace Congress in Barcelona in 
cooperation with the RLS Brussels Office 
  
Workshop: Towards a New Left Concept of 
Security 
in cooperation with the Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung 
Brussels Office 
  
Blanquerna – Universitat Ramon Llull 
  
In contemporary dominant right-wing politics, 
security has become synonymous with state 
surveillance, police oppression and the 
militarisation of borders, thus serving the 
economic interests of the security and arms 
industries rather than the security of people. 
During this workshop, we seek to open a space to 
discuss left approaches and strategies that are 
capable of addressing the interwoven threats to 
the security of the majority: environmental 
collapse, war, injustice, extreme wealth 
accumulation, eroded social systems, and health 
care. The discussion will be initiated with a brief 
presentation of a workshop series and the 
corresponding report by transform! europe and 
the Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung Brussels Office, 
highlighting considerations for a new left concept 
of security. 
Workshop facilitators: 
 Axel Ruppert, Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung Brussels 
Office, and 
 Katerina Anastasiou, transform! europe 
  

https://youtu.be/rzIlAzg-kQc
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Saturday, 16.10.2021 
 20:30 – 21:30 

 
Exhibition: Colours of a Journey  
Blanquerna – Universitat Ramon Llull 
  
in situ exhibition organized in the frame of the 
IPB World Peace Congress in Barcelona 
  
Against the backdrop of growing political, 
economic and environmental insecurities, 
millions are forced to leave their lands and 
homes. Striving for safety and dignity, many of 
these people embark upon a dangerous and 
often life-threatening journey to Europe. We, 
the activists and researchers of the Colours of a 
Journey-team, believe that the marginalised, the 
oppressed, the invisible must be given space to 
voice their experiences and stories. This is the 
only way we can create a different narrative that 
will provide for a strong alternative to the 
current politics of fear, restore conditions for 
solidarity and trust, and hereby fortify the 
foundation of our common life in Europe. 
Colours of a Journey, launched in 2017, is a 
platform designed to collect and exhibit 
paintings and illustrations done by children who 
just arrived in Europe. In these paintings, the 
children have visualised their past, present and, 
most importantly, their hopes for the future. 
  
Why did these people leave their homes? What 
does their life look like now? What kind of a 
future do they envision for themselves? 

Art as a medium that bridges linguistic and 
cultural barriers and images are often better 
able to communicate complex experiences and 
emotions than words. Our primary objective is 
to curate a digital platform (archive) – Colours of 
a Journey – that hosts memories and stories of 
refugee and migrant children. The platform is 
designed to collect and exhibit paintings and 
illustrations done by children between the age 
of 6 and 18 and addresses in various supportive 
structures that work with them and/or host 
them. 
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Saturday, 7 November 
 09:30- 13:15  
 
People and Nature vs. the UNFCCC: A 
People’s Tribunal 
 
On 7 November, in the framework of the 
Peoples' Summit during the Glasgow COP26, 
a jury found the UNFCCC guilty of several 
serious charges, including failing of address 
the root causes of climate change. 
Furthermore, the UNFCCC violated the UN 
Charter. Therefore the jury claims wide-
ranging measures of redress for the peoples 
of the world. 
  
The UNFCCC (also called "the Convention") 
was created in 1992 at the Earth Summit in 
Rio de Janeiro, and entered into force in 
March 1994. The Convention sets a 
framework for efforts by governments to 
tackle climate change, with the ultimate 
objective to stabilise greenhouse gases “at a 
level that would prevent dangerous 
anthropogenic (human induced) 
interference with the climate system”. 
Almost all countries in the world have 
agreed to be ‘Parties’ to the Convention. 
The Conference of the Parties (COP) is "the 
supreme decision-making body of the 
Convention." Despite 26 COPs and after 
almost three decades, the world is still 
heading for a climate catastrophe. 
  
 
The Tribunal 
 In view of the inability or unwillingness of 
the UNFCCC to address the climate 
catastrophe, a court trial was simulated. 
The Tribunal which heard a number of 
rapporteurs and witnesses was comprised 
of:  
 
Ambassador Lumumba Di-Aping (former 
Chief Climate Negotiator for the G77 and 
China) 
  
Katerina Anastasiou (transform! europe) 
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 Samantha Hargreaves (WoMin African 
Alliance) 
 Larry Lohmann (The Corner House) 
 Vijay Prashad (Tricontinental Institute) 
  
Rapporteurs and wittnesses 
Pablo Solon (former Chief Negotiator for 
Bolivia and Fundacion Solon) 
 Ivonne Yanez (Accion Ecologica) 
  
Lidy Nacpil (Asia Pacific Movement for Debt 
and Development)  
 
Shalmali Guttal (Focus on the Global South), 
Patrick Bond (University of Johannesburg) 
  
Mithika Mwenda (Pan-African Climate 
Justice Alliance) 
Mitzi Jonelle Tan (Fridays for Future 
Philippines/International) 
  
Nick Dearden (Global Justice Now), Amantha 
Mason (Public and Commercial Services 
Union) 
 Natalia Greene (Global Alliance for the 
Rights of Nature) 
 Siti Maimunah (Jatam Indonesia) 
 Adrian Lahoud (Royal College of Art UK) 
 Dorothy Guerrero (Global Justice Now) 
 Matthieu Essahli (ATTAC France). 

 

 

Wednesday, 24 November 
 18:00 - 20:00 CET 
 Webinar in the frame of the European 
Forum 
Migration and refugee EU policies - 
a dark stain in the European 
narrative. Alternative proposals for 
a sustainable and creative 
coexistence 
Interpretation EN, FR 
Speakers: 
 Vasilis Papadopoulos (Chairman of the Executive 
Board Greek Council for Refugees, Greece) 
 Carla Scheytt (Activist, member of the Solidarity 
Network Bochum, Germany) 
 Sergio Bontempelli (Associazione Diritti e 
Frontiere, Italy) 
 Katerina Anastasiou (Facilitator on 

https://www.transform-network.net/network/transform-europe-authors/detail/katerina-anastasiou/
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migration/global strategy - transform! europe) 
  
Recording: 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watc
h_permalink&v=1103628177040255 
  

 

Wednesday, 19 January 
 18:30-20:00 CET 
  
Webinar – publication launch 
  
The case of Riace: Global Compact vs. Local 
Impact Discussion and Publication launch 
  
Global Compact vs. Local Impact. 
 The Self-Valorisation of Migrant Labour: 
Riace as a Paradigm? 
  
 
 
In this webinar we discuss the particular 
experience of democratic self-government 
of migration that has developed in Riace 
(Calabria) and present the eDossier: “Global 
Compact vs. Local Impact. The Self-
Valorisation of Migrant Labour: Riace as a 
Paradigm?” – a collaborative study by 
Sinistra XXI with the support of 
Transform!Europe. 
  
With co-authors:  
Fulvia Teano and Alessandro Tedde 
 
moderation: Katerina Anastasiou 
(transform!europe) 
  
Recording: https://youtu.be/MrHGmrZIZ80 
  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=1103628177040255
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=1103628177040255
https://youtu.be/MrHGmrZIZ80
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Wednesday 16 March 2022 
17:00-18:00 CET 
  
Webinar 
 Litigation as Activism 
 
This was the first webinar of the webinar series 
“Resisting the normalization of Push-Backs”. We 
discussed different cases of litigation against 
documented Push-Backs around Europe and 
explored the strategic importance of 
documentation and legal mitigation for stopping 
these inhumane practices.  
 
Does litigation nowadays form an effective way of 
dealing with policies by the EU and its Member 
States infringing human rights of refugees? 
  
 A discussion with Petra Leschatz (Push-Back Alarm 
Austria) , Gianfranco Schiavone (ASGI), Nikola 
Kovacevic (human rights lawyer, Serbia) 
   
 In cooperation with the European Institute 
for Progressive Cultural Policies (EIPCP). 
  
moderation: Monika Mokre (EIPCP) 
  
Recording: https://youtu.be/boCB_ceCRjI 
  
 
 

 

Wednesday 30 March 2022 
 17:00-18:00 
 
Webinar 
The Normalization of PushBacks 
  
This was the second webinar of the series: 
“Resisting the normalization of Pushbacks”. 
During pushbacks, refugees and migrants who 
attempt to cross a border, are violently forced 
back over that border – most frequently, 
immediately after they crossed it – without 
consideration of their individual circumstances 
and without any possibility to apply for asylum 
or the chance to put forward arguments against 
the measures taken. This leads to the violation 
of the principle of non-refoulment and in praxis 
puts the lives of those pushed back in 
immediate danger. Despite this fact and even 
though pushbacks are very often documented 

https://youtu.be/boCB_ceCRjI
https://youtu.be/boCB_ceCRjI
https://youtu.be/boCB_ceCRjI
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by movements and civic society, EU state 
governments, have being deploying pushbacks 
as a method of border control. In this webinar 
we will discuss about the current developments 
around pushbacks in Europe and explore 
strategies to put an end to these human 
practices. 
  What is the situation with pushbacks right now 
at the EU inner and outer border? 
  Who is responsible for the pushbacks 
happening? 
  How can we resist them? 
  
Discussing with us: Elena Bizzi, Programme 
Coordinator on Migration and Asylum  
 
Moderation: Katerina Anastasiou, 
transform!europe 
   
 In cooperation with the European Institute for 
Progressive Cultural Policies (EIPCP). 
  
Recording: https://youtu.be/2KGLlR-3-FY  
 
 
 

 

 
Wednesday, 6 April 2022 
 17.00 (CET) 
  
In the Heart of Fortress Europe: Austria’s 
Role in Border Externalization Policies in the 
Western Balkans 
Presentation and discussion with the 
researchers Nidžara Ahmetašević and Klaudia 
Wieser, in cooperation with the European 
Institute for Progressive Cultural Policies (EIPCP). 
The discussants will present their ePaper, which 
maps different actors, organisations, and 
multilateral cooperations that actively shape the 
so called "migration management“ in the region 
and analyse Bosnia and Herzegovina as a case 
study. 
 
Speakers: 
 
Nidžara Ahmetašević, independent researcher 
and journalist. She did her Ph.D. on the role of 
media assistance in post-conflict countries at the 
University of Graz, Austria. Her focus as a 
journalist is on media development in post-

https://youtu.be/2KGLlR-3-FY
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conflict countries, hate speech, human rights, 
feminism, and migration. 
 
Klaudia Wieser, social scientist based at the 
University of Vienna. She works on conflict, war, 
and colonialism in the Arab World with a special 
focus on the question of Palestine. Wieser is a 
founding member of Push-Back Alarm Austria 
and an activist at DOKUSTELLE Austria, a 
documentation and counselling centre for 
people who experience Islamophobia and anti-
Muslim racism. 
Moderation: Monika Mokre 
  
In cooperation with the European Institute for 
Progressive Cultural Policies (EIPCP). 
 
Recording: https://youtu.be/fbNAUw1AD24 
 

 

Participation in other events:  
24rd January: Representation of transform!europe at the at the Virtual World Social Forum 2021, 
session Militarization and Migration – the world of Human Rights Defenders  
 

(link  https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/transform-at-the-virtual-world-social-
forum-2021/)   
  
Militarization and Migration – the world of Human Rights Defenders  

The priority given to national and many times nationalistic security in dealing with the worldwide 
phenomenon of migration has led to a militarisation of certain areas, especially on the borders 
between Central America, Mexico and the USA. What can civil society do to stop the ongoing 
violence and corruption and to promote a radical change of policies towards refugees and migrants? 

 
Speakers: 

Daniela Gonzalez (Mexico), Coordinator of the Human Rights Observatory 
Father Alejandro Solalinde (Mexico), on the "Casas de Migrantes" 
Ismael Ortiz(El Salvador), INJUVE - Institute of Youth in El Salvador 
José Antonio Foronda (Mexico), Lawyer, on Peoples Tribunals for Migrants 
Amable Hernandez (Honduras), Mayor of Santa Barbara; Central American Network of progressive 
mayors. 
Katerina Anastasiou (Austria/Greece), Transform! Europe 

Moderator: Leo Gabriel (Austria-Mexico), Journalist and Anthropologist, Prague Spring II network, 
member of the IC of the WSF. 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/fbNAUw1AD24
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16th of July , 18:00-20:00 CET 
 The Crisis of Globalisation and the Prospects for the Alternative 
Note: The contributions are recorded in their original language (English, Italian). 

The victory of neoliberal globalisation has led to an unprecedented catastrophe in which the risks of 
war increase with the climatic, social, and democratic crisis. 'Socialism or Barbarism', as already Rosa 
Luxemburg said: What are the paths and prospects for an alternative to current capitalism? 

Friday, 16 July 2021 

18:00 - 20:00 (CET) 

Speakers: 

Vittorio Agnoletto, former spokesperson of the Genoa Social Forum 
Katerina Anastasiou, transform! Europe 
Judith Dellheim, Rosa-Luxemburg-Foundation 
Marisa Matias, Secretariat of the Party of the European Left, MEP 
Riccardo Petrella, Professor Emeritus, University of Leuven 

Coordinator: 

Paolo Ferrero, Vice-President of the Party of the European Left 

 

In the frame of the Webinars  
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Genoa 2021 – The Struggle for Another World Continues 
 https://www.transform-
network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9949&cHash=3a3fccd65308b2ba8256738
efebab922 

 
 
 
 

 

e) Strategies against the Far and Populist Right- Gala 
Kabbaj 
 

Programme: Strategies Against the Far-right 

 

Project Name: Anti-fascist projects (continuation) 

Organisation: Naprzód Foundation, Poland 

In 2021, as announced, Napzród focused on transforming the Website portal “5 piw? Nie, dziękuję!” 
(meaning Five beers? No thanks!) into an anti-fascist socio-cultural website. Information about 
interesting socio-cultural initiatives were posted regularly. They also tried to initiate activities in this 
sphere of life. The four events successfully organised were: 

- I.  May 1st poetry parade, 1.05.2021 (online) 

A meeting for the International Working People's Solidarity Day with the participation of poets of the 
young and middle generation: Tomasz Bąk, Joanna Kessler, Joanna Mueller and Antonina Tosiek, 
chaired by: Michal Kasprzak. The invited authors read poems problematising different areas of 
physical work, hired / non- hired, material / immaterial, affective, caring, cognitive or creative work. 

https://www.transform-network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9949&cHash=3a3fccd65308b2ba8256738efebab922
https://www.transform-network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9949&cHash=3a3fccd65308b2ba8256738efebab922
https://www.transform-network.net/webinars/detail/?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=9949&cHash=3a3fccd65308b2ba8256738efebab922
http://5piw.edu.pl/index.php/pl/
http://5piw.edu.pl/index.php/pl/
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Facebook event reach: approx. 9200 people 

Reactions (interested and taking part): 211 people 

Online broadcast: 650 views  

 

- II. Anti-fascist slam, 29.07.2021, Klubojadalnia Młodsza Siostra 

The slam featured 14 poets who in different poetic ways told how they understand the phenomenon 
of contemporary fascism and where they look for alternatives to it. The texts touched, amongst 
others, on racism, classism, xenophobia, homophobia, sexism, patriarchy, as well as the authoritarian 
policy of the Polish authorities. In consultation with the audience, the PLN 300 prize was divided 
equally between all the performers. The event was hosted by Tomek Gromadka, and after the meeting 
DJ Green Jesus played. 

 

Number of participants in the event: approx. 80 people 

Reach of event on Facebook: approx. 7000 people 

Reactions (interested and taking part): 188 people 

Online broadcast: 300 wyświetleń 

https://www.facebook.com/fundacjanaprzod/videos/730729830956581
https://www.facebook.com/1788987271316238/videos/372460514248631
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Photo report: http://5piw.edu.pl/index.php/pl/sprawy-biezace/relacje/item/53-fotorelacja-
slamantyfaszystowski 

 

- III. Workshop of slogans and banners and march - 10-11.11.2021, Common Room (Otwarty 
Jazd w)  

March "For Freedom, Yours and Ours! - anti-fascist street parties". 

As part of the workshop, together with the participants they prepared slogans, banners and 
performative actions, which were used the next day during the anarchist anti-fascist demonstration. 
Discussion, films and presentations of anti-fascist artistic actions, creation of origianl slogans and 
banners and placards. The artistic curator of the workshop was the artist and actionist Krzysztof 
Żwirblis. 

Number of participants in the event: approx. 15 + people on the march 

Facebook event reach: 1330 people 

Reactions (interested and taking part): 68 people 

Reportage and photo coverage 

- IV. Seminar by Joanna Bednarek, Ph. "Popular anger beyond right-wing populisms". 
19.01.2022, Common Room (Otwarty Jazd w) 

The seminar was devoted to the recovery of anger as an element of popular history and an alternative 
to fascist aggression. The seminar answered the question of how to distinguish righteous anger from 
unproductive destruction and patriarchal violence, what political use can be made of it and how to 
fight radical right-wing movements that today manage many negative emotions. 

Projected number of participants: 30 people 

Reach of event on Facebook (until 16.01.2022): approx. 5500 people 

Reactions (interested and taking part): 275 people 

Online broadcasting Reportage and photo report 

Project relevant to tr! Core Project on Central and Eastern Europe Strategy (CEE) 

Educational Website Platform “Watch Out” (http://kuprzestrodze.edu.pl/) 

This is a joint educational undertaking implemented by the Nigdy Więcej Association and the Naprzód 
Foundation  in Poland with the support of transform! europe. This is continuation of 2020 activities.  

Website platform introduction:  

http://5piw.edu.pl/index.php/pl/sprawy-biezace/relacje/item/53-fotorelacja-slamantyfaszystowski
http://5piw.edu.pl/index.php/pl/sprawy-biezace/relacje/item/53-fotorelacja-slamantyfaszystowski
http://5piw.edu.pl/index.php/pl/sprawy-biezace/relacje/item/71-relacja-z-pracowni-hasel-i-transparentow-na-marsz-za-wolnosc-wasza-i-nasza
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The 75th anniversary of the end of the Second World War and the celebrations marking the liberation 
of the largest concentration camps create an opportunity for us to remember the tragedy that was 
Fascism and Nazism.  There are fewer and fewer living eyewitnesses or victims of these bestial regimes 
among us, and less and less time and space is devoted to this painful and tragic period in history 
lessons. This is becoming just another distant historical reference. History should teach us and be a 
warning to us. We should be able to draw conclusions from it, allowing us to avoid repeating past 
mistakes. Unfortunately, this is still difficult. 

As part of the project, together with our experts (academic teachers, educators, methodologists) we 
have prepared a set of materials for use in working with young people studying at secondary school. 
We encourage you to use the films, presentations, and scripts of classes for teachers, NGO educators, 
scouting instructors, youth recreation organisers and students wishing to broaden their knowledge on 
their own. On our website you will find interesting content going beyond the core curriculum that 
shows what we can learn from history concerning the psychology of Nazism, the fascist approach to 
the family, the pedagogy of memory, genocide and forced labour. These contents will contribute to a 
slightly different view of the dry statistics and reports of historical events. Additionally, on the website 
you can find history class scenarios, knowledge of society, tutorials and English language teaching 
materials related to the subject matter of the project. Most of the materials on the website have been 
translated into English as the project theme is universal and we hope for a bit more coverage, hence 
the lecture on slavery and racism in the United States in the footage. Our project is ongoing and will 
be continued. All institutions, organisations and individuals are welcome to cooperate. 

Activities in 2021 include: popularising and enriching the website of the project "Watch Out". We 
managed to prepare an interesting material on the Different Faces of Apartheid and the 
phenomenon of the popularity among Polish football fans and the extreme right wing of Janusz 
Waluś (the murderer of Chris Hani). We have had discussions with the Scout Association about 
popularising the project. 

Both videos available http://kuprzestrodze.edu.pl/index.php/film/apartheid and on YouTube. 

Projects relevant to tr! Core Project on Central and Eastern Europe Strategy (CEE) 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

http://kuprzestrodze.edu.pl/index.php/film/apartheid
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Project: Conference: Fighting the Far-right in the US: news from the frontline 

Organisation: transform 

 

Broadcast available 

The webinar took place on April 10th, 6pm CET. 

We received 40 persons in the public. Half of them were French speakers. A French interpretation was 
available. 

Speakers: 

-       Kristian Hernandez 

Member of Democratic Socialists of America's National Political Committee 

-       Matthew N. Lyons 

Author of Insurgent Supremacists: The U.S. Far Right’s Challenge to State and Empire 

-       Kazembe Balagun 

Project manager at Rosa Luxemburg Foundation and BLM activist 

Moderation : Marga Ferré, co-President of transform! europe 

  

Résumé of the session 

After a brief introduction by Marga Ferré on the rises of the Far Right in different countries in the 
world, and on the necessity of understanding the US experience, Matthew N Lyons explained the main 
characteristics of the Trump ideology: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFGG34kPQN4&ab_channel=transformeurope
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-       Demonization of oppressed marginalized groups or opponents. Many targets that changed 
a lot during his time in power. In 2016 it was Muslims and migrants, in 2020 BLM was 
targeted and Chinese with the Coronavirus. 

-       Anti-elitism: rhetorical attack towards groups seen as powerful. The “system” or 
“establishment “both in conservatives and liberal camp. Based on modern conspiracy 
theories. 

-       A strong and excluding nationalism: reducing migration, but also in the sense of an 
economic nationalism, economical war (to China, Europe and Canada). Nationalism that 
questions international traditional alliances, calling for more unilateralism or 
protectionism. 

-       Authoritarianism, violence against political opponents 

-       Negativity, making vulnerable look like fools, showed under the name of strength or 
honesty. 

Then Kristian shared her experience as a woman Latin political organizer. She told us about the 
supremacist networks in Texas, the fact that this time gave her a lot of information on how to 
recognize them, identify their network and fight them. She affirmed the fact that if the Trump 
administration is not governing anymore. She said that despite majority in congress, there are 
republican sitting in democrat seats. 

Kazembe from NY underlines the fact that even if NYC is the more progressive state, Trump is from NY, 
a product of NY. He comes from the real estate sector that has a lot of responsibility in the social 
segregation of Black people in the city. He also reminded the case of the 5 on central Park and 
reminded that Trump affirmed that he thought these 5 youth should be executed (they were wrongly 
accused of raping a woman). This is a décor that allows the Republican party to attack minorities. He 
explained that the RP has never been happy with the Civil war, Civil rights power movement, LGBT 
movement, movement for the people. They want to decide who is or not a citizen of the country. He 
then presented his experience of the BLM movement. He affirmed the necessity of being radical, and 
to link the racial question to capitalism (from the slavery who produced the racialization that exists in 
the US). 

A proposition by Marga was made to meet again in few months to follow their struggle and works. 
This will take place during the No Pasaran Conference on 2022, March 19th, in Berlin. 

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Project Name: Which Antifascism for Europe? 

Organisation: Sinistra 21 

 

Which Antifascism for Europe? Is a research project that aims to approach a solution to a problematic 
statu-quo anti-totalitarianism as a future unifying principle of the European integration process poses 
a real problem of political hegemony for the left. The use of a category with extremely weak and far 
from uncontested borders determines the effect of making the democratic-liberal status quo of the 
EU legitimate only and exclusively, and contributes to lowering a prejudice of the "there is no 
alternative" type on any hypothesis of its progressive overcoming.  

With a multidisciplinary approach, without the pretension of exhausting the enormous scientific scope 
of the topics touched upon, the project aims to allow a clarification of such challenging concepts, and 
help to remove them from the polemical and casual use that is commonly made of them. In any case, 
the development of each thematic area will include a comparative analysis in a diachronic and 
synchronic sense, which will serve to compose two parallel lines of research: one purely theoretical 
and the other, connected, directly oriented to political action. 

In 2021, Sinistra 21 was already able to: 

 Prepare of the theoretical plant of the project 
 Conclude of national and international partnership agreements 
 Produce bibliographic and archival research  
 Prepare and disseminate literature reviews and working papers 
 Produce the table of contents of the book and gather contributors 

The publication is expected for the Summer 2022. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Project Name: Facing the Hydra: the multifaceted social characteristics of far 
right voters 

Organisation: Espaces Marx 

Facing the Hydra is a research project led by Espaces Marx. It uses the databases from the European 
Survey conducting in 2019 in Spain, Greece, Germany and France in collaboration with FEC, NPI, RLS 
and transform. This survey aims to study the social and ideological dispositions of voters, and for this 
specific project the far right voters. 

Starting from the current hypothesis that neoliberalism, by exacerbating competition between 
workers, destroying work collective and common experiences, allows far right parties to gain popular 
electorate, the project tries to clearly identify the labour and social positions the voters. 

The project output are 3 articles, 2 notes and a conference in Paris 

- https://www.transform-network.net/focus/overview/article/radical-far-and-populist-
right/the-populist-radical-right-as-a-new-class-vote/ 

- https://www.rosalux.eu/en/article/2028.could-marine-le-pen-s-dominance-of-the-french-far-
right-be-under-threat.html 

- https://www.rosalux.eu/en/article/2003.the-deceptive-coherence-of-marine-le-pen-s-
electoral-base.html?sstr=berady 

Conference: Who vote for E. Zemmour and M. Le Pen? 

 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/focus/overview/article/radical-far-and-populist-right/the-populist-radical-right-as-a-new-class-vote/
https://www.transform-network.net/focus/overview/article/radical-far-and-populist-right/the-populist-radical-right-as-a-new-class-vote/
https://www.rosalux.eu/en/article/2028.could-marine-le-pen-s-dominance-of-the-french-far-right-be-under-threat.html
https://www.rosalux.eu/en/article/2028.could-marine-le-pen-s-dominance-of-the-french-far-right-be-under-threat.html
https://www.rosalux.eu/en/article/2003.the-deceptive-coherence-of-marine-le-pen-s-electoral-base.html?sstr=berady
https://www.rosalux.eu/en/article/2003.the-deceptive-coherence-of-marine-le-pen-s-electoral-base.html?sstr=berady
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Participation: around 100 people present 

Broadcast on Youtube channel of transform! (with English subtitles) 

Facebook event 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JciMTmx1Upk&ab_channel=transformeurope
https://www.facebook.com/events/1003219970263340/?ref=newsfeed
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Observatory of the Far right 

Organisation: Cultra 

 

Project: Political training against the Far right 

Organisation: FEC (Spain) 

Online formation tackling different topics on Far right in Europe, gathering around 100 participants 

(Programm and comms to arrive) 
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f) Central and Eastern Europe Strategy (CEE) - facilitator 
Dagmar Švendová 

A.    Actions 
 

No profit on pandemics and Colours of a Journey Campaigns  

In 2021, the Forward Foundation decided to join the No profit on pandemics and Colours of 
Journey campaigns. In the case of the first campaign, Naprzód Foundation played a significant 
role in setting up the Polish network of the project. We managed to encourage organisations 
of the left, including the parliamentary party Razem and Trade Unions to join the network. 
Later, our activity decreased due to staff constraints as we concluded that we would give more 
initiative here to larger organisations.  

At the end of 2021 Naprzód prepared the inauguration of the Colours of a Journey project in 
Poland by holding the exhibition. It took place on 20 November 2021 in the Warsaw 
Multicultural Centre. The meeting on future steps was attended by the initiators of the 
campaign Spyros Tzortzis I Nantiana Koutiva. The perspective of further cooperation was 
discussed. The next exhibitions will take place in 2022. Colours of a Journey Exhibition invitation 
 
Project relevant to tr! Core Project on Global Strategy and Migration 

 

    

                              
 

https://strajk.eu/o-czym-mysla-uchodzcy-niezwykla-wystawa-prac-dzieci-w-warszawie/
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Social Thought Exchange Forum  

In the second half of 2021, the Social Thought Exchange Forum resumed its activities. After a 
six- month break, and an experiment of unsuccessful online meetings, the Member 
organisation of tr! europe, Naprzód Fundacja, Poland organised with tr! support five different 
kinds of meetings. These ranged from discussions on current relevant topics to the promotion 
of the work of our publicists. Cooperation with our regular partners from the strike.eu portal, 
who transmitted our meetings, was very important here. The promotion of our meetings by 
the left-wing weekly Przegląd and the Trybuna newspaper has also been very fruitful.   

− June 2021: Book Promotion of Naprzód editorial colleague Aneta Wybieralska was held. 
Her book, which is fictional and based on some events from her life, is about her work 
in the special services in the 1980s. The theme of the difference in treatment and 
promotion of women and men proved to be very interesting. The meeting was an 
opportunity to return to feminist themes and to ask a question about left-wing 
feminism, which was raised last year in one of the issues of Naprzód’s Quarterly 
Magazine "Nasze Argumenty". It was also a moment to announce the next issue of our 
quarterly dedicated to the problems   of   class   and   gender.   The   meeting   was   held   
in compliance   with   the   rules   of epidemiological safety.  

 

− September 2021:  we held another meeting entitled "The New Cold War and the War 
on Climate". The inspiration for the discussion was the September issue of the 
quarterly "Nazse Argumenty" devoted entirely to the problems of the New Cold War. 
The meeting, which was attended not only by representatives of the social forum for 
the exchange of thoughts, but also by representatives of the strike.eu portal and the 
Naprzód Fundacja, was attended by representatives of the Green Party and the well-
known publicist Roman Kurkiewicz, who declared his willingness to further cooperate 
with our discussion club. The topics discussed were slightly broader than the narrative 
proposed in our quarterly, which also made it possible to refer to the issues dealt with 
at the COP26 Summit in Glasgow.  

 

− October 2021: two events were held. In the first event we returned to the discussion 
about Polish feminism. The event was attended by authors who have had a significant 
impact on the shape of the issues. The film "Revolution is a Woman" was shown and 
the brochure "Situation of Women in Poland 2020" which creation was supported by 
transform! europe in 2020 was referred to. The moderator of the meeting encouraged 
participation in the MarxFem 2021 Conference. In the second event we returned to 
the subject of defending the historical legacy of the left and Fighting Historical 
Revisionism. We wanted to find out whether there has been any progress since the 
3rd  issue of our quarterly published over a year ago.  

 

http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/
http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/index.php/wydawnictwa/nasze-argumenty
https://youtu.be/yw3A_ULx_xQ
https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/the-situation-of-women-in-poland-2020/
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− November 2021: we decided to return to the topic of Security Threats. During the 
meeting entitled 'Are we threatened by war? we tried to return to the topic of the 
Cold War, to which we devoted the penultimate issue of our quarterly in 2021. The 
threat of war hangs over the modern world. Existing local conflicts may at any time 
turn into global scenarios that are difficult to foresee due to the technological 
capabilities of the world's giants. It is not just about today's crisis on the Polish-
Belarusian border, or about the war in the Donbass and the situation in the Crimea. 
The discussion focused on the wider threat of war in the contemporary world and how 
this is tied intrinsically to the global capitalist economy.  

 

− December 2021: we held a meeting promoting the last issue of our quarterly 
magazine devoted entirely to Palestinian issues. The main guest of the meeting was 
Suffian Kayyali, an activist of Social and Cultural Association of Palestinians in Poland. 
During the conversation with participants, he told both the history of the Palestinian-
Israeli conflict and the reality of life in the occupied territories.  
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Due to pandemic restrictions, the turnout at the meetings was not very high. We directed 
invitations to those interested in the topic. Thanks to our cooperation with the media 
partners of the Social Thought Exchange Forum, we managed to increase the number of hits 
on our materials, which reached between 10.000 and 12.000. 

Activities relevant to other tr! Core Projects Marxism-Feminism, Global Strategy and 
Productive transformation. 

 

Solidarity and Cooperation Fund of the "Forward" Foundation  

In 2020 Naprzód Fundacja proposed to transform! to support them by creating a new tool to 
attract new circles to cooperation and popularize the activities of both Naprzód Fundacja and 
transform! europe. The new Solidarity and Cooperation Fund "Actively Forward" was created. 
The fund rules, calls conditions and evaluation process set up. Naprzód launched a call for 
proposals to co-finance interesting initiatives which fit in with the statutory goals of 
Foundation and the political priorities of transform! europe. Within the framework of the 
competition, the small grants of up to PLN 2000 were awarded. Trade unions, left-wing NGOs, 
informal groups could apply for funds; individual applications were also considered.  The 
Evaluation Committee consisting of representatives of the Foundation and a transform! 
representative selected six out of twelve applications to receive funding. The Commission 
tried to ensure that the selected projects dealt with various fields of socio-political activity. 
Among the projects selected were labor relations, economic civil rights, historical, and   
cultural projects.   

Trade union projects:  

− "Trade Union Legal Seminar - Industrial Disputes and Strikes" is a legal education 
project aimed at members of trade unions operating in Poland. Project provided for 
various forms of trade union education (seminars, brochures, educational films) aimed 
at increasing the potential and strength of the labour movement. The envisaged 
activities of the project were also directed to other small trade unions that are not 
member organizations of the OZZ „IP”. Project was financed from other sources; fund 
contribution was about 40% of total cost.  

http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/index.php/programy/20-aktywni-naprzod/16-aktywni-naprzod
http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/index.php/programy/20-aktywni-naprzod/16-aktywni-naprzod
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 The seminar has 2 main objectives: to provide trade union activists with 
information and knowledge on key legal issues that can be used in everyday trade 
union activities; to popularize a critical view of the legal system, and in particular 
the statutory regulation of labour relations (pointing out the limitations and 
difficulties in trade union activities resulting from the existing legal regulations). 
The seminar is implemented through 3 basic forms of knowledge transfer: a 
stationary training course, a printed information brochure and an educational 
video.  

 Target group: The seminar is aimed primarily at trade union activists from company 
and inter- company structures of OZZ Inicjatywa Pracownicza. An invitation to 
participate in the seminar has also been extended to company and inter-company 
trade union structures with which OZZ IP has cooperated with in recent years. The 
invitation to participate in the seminar was also sent to company and inter-company 
trade union structures with which OZZ IP has cooperated in recent years (e.g. MZP 
"Zjednoczeni", OPZZ Konfederacja Pracy, August 80) and also persons sympathising 
with the trade union movement / supporting trade union activity in the form of 
journalism, preparation of analyses and reports, etc.  

 It is estimated that about 30-40 people will participate in the stationary training 
meeting. Additionally, through the publication of a brochure and prepared 
educational films, the information conveyed during the seminar will reach a much 
wider group of people active in the trade union movement. The topic of conducting 
a collective dispute and organising strike action is of fundamental importance for 
the effectiveness of trade union activities at the workplace level - a collective refusal 
to work is the strongest means of pressure on employers, and the possibility of 
organizing it is a key element of the bargaining power of the trade union movement. 
The legal regulations in force in Poland, due to their high level of complication (a 
multi-stage procedure, several procedural and formal requirements, numerous 
limitations of the right to strike, etc.), means that this tool is not used in Poland as 
often as in Western European countries, which directly translates into a weaker 
position of the trade union movement, worse working and employment conditions 
and lower wages. By disseminating knowledge about the existing legal regulations 
of collective disputes and strikes, the seminar increases the potential and strength 
of trade unions (by broadening the knowledge of persons   active   in   company   
union   structures). Indirectly, the   project   also   contributes   to   the popularization 
of a less conciliatory strategy of trade union activity (based on organized conflict and 
not solely on social dialogue). 

 The seminar will be implemented in the form of: 1. stationary training meeting (6-8 
hours) for about 30-40 people; The took place in November   this   year   in   central   
Poland  (Mazowieckie,   Łódzkie.  Wielkopolskie   or   Kujawsko- Pomorskie 
voivodeships). Thematic scope: the right to strike as a fundamental right of trade 
unions; strike action and collective dispute procedure in Polish labour law; 
admissible scope of issues that may be the subject of collective dispute; procedure 
of collective dispute (negotiations, mediation, strike referendum, announcement of 
strike, strike, agreement ending collective dispute); legal and practical limitations to 
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the right to strike. Result of the activity: dissemination of knowledge about the 
collective dispute procedure and the right to strike among the participants (the most 
effective, direct form of transferring knowledge). 2. an educational brochure (60 
pages in B5 or A5 format - approx. 60,000 characters). The brochure will be available 
in electronic and printed form and published in February/March 2022. Scope: 
discussion of the collective dispute procedure contained in the Act on Resolution of 
Collective Disputes; discussion of practical issues related to the conduct of collective 
dispute and strike action (including examples of strategies used by employers to 
block strike action and possible counter- strategies of trade unions); a brief analysis 
of the political dimension of strike action (its crucial role in class conflict, advantages 
and disadvantages compared to other forms of trade union activity); specimens of 
documents necessary to conduct a collective dispute (letter initiating a collective 
dispute, protocol of divergence, agreement ending the dispute, regulations of a 
strike referendum, announcement of strike action). Result of the activity: 
consolidation of knowledge among participants of the training and reaching those 
who will not take part in the training (but will receive a printed version of the 
brochure or will download a PDF file from the website). 3. a short (15-20 minutes) 
educational video, presenting in a condensed form the main information presented 
in the classroom training and the brochure. The film was to be published in 
February/March 2022 and made available online. Result of the action: 
Dissemination of knowledge among recipients who, for various reasons, will not 
participate in the training course or use the brochure and reinforcement of 
knowledge among those who participated in the training course/received or 
downloaded the brochure.  

 The execution of brochure and the video were postponed due to Covid-19 and 
should be available by end of April 2022. 

 

Historical projects:  

− The Red History Association Conference "Labour movement in Poland in the years 
1918-1939 and National Minorities" was held in Warsaw, on 9 December 2021 at the 
Museum of the 10th Pavilion of the Warsaw Citadel. It was attended by 20 people. 
The conference was announced of Naprzód WebSite and Social media and streamed 
online via  https://www.facebook.com/HistoriaCzerwona/videos/324678625878779 
The video reached 1.2 thousand viewers and had 565 views. In addition, papers are 
available as film clips on the YouTube profile of the Association 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_qo-56UjdM 

Conference Programe: 

 Polish workers' parties and the question of national minorities  
 Prof. Jarosław Tomasiewicz - Institute of History, University of Silesia - remote 

connection (Polish Socialist Party former Revolutionary Faction)  
 Piotr Ciszewski - Hcz Association (Independent Socialist Labour Party)  
 Workers' parties of national minorities in Poland  

http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/index.php/kalendarz/7-konferencja-ruch-robotniczy-w-polsce-w-latach-1918-1939-a-mniejszosci-narodowe?date=2021-12-04-12-00
https://www.facebook.com/HistoriaCzerwona/videos/324678625878779
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_qo-56UjdM
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 dr hab August Grabski - Institute of History University of Warsaw (Jewish workers' 
parties workers' parties)  

 Małgorzata Kulbaczewska-Figat - Hcz Association (Sel-Rob Party)  
 Alex Kurditsky - historian from Belarus - remote connection (Workers' Vlach 

Hromada)  
 Dariusz Zalega - historian of the workers' movement in Silesia (parties workers' 

parties of the German minority)  
  On the basis of the papers, a presentation will be prepared (using the funds of the 

Forward Foundation) and a post-conference publication in an online form, 
containing the papers will be enriched with additional texts.   

 

− The project of the Warsaw Sports Association may prove to be an interesting 
supplement to the conference on minorities. It concerns the history of workers' sport. 
The prepared publication is devoted to the Jewish workers' sports club Gwiazd Sztern 
Warszawa, which would celebrate its centenary in 2023. The project is very important 
because of the reminder that sport had a class and worker character and was 
characterized by openness and mutual respect between players. This is very important 
at a time when the extreme right is becoming more active in stadiums. It is also 
important in the project that for the next years - until 2023 - further activities are 
planned in order to prepare interesting materials about this already forgotten Warsaw 
sports club.  
 Warsaw's forgotten club, Gwiazdy Warszawa, was founded in 1923. It had its own 

gym in Leszno, where excellent boxers trained. Among them was the famous 
'Szapsio', a multiple champion of Warsaw in the flyweight division. In addition, in 
1932 and 1934, his football players fought for promotion to the first league 
(Ekstraklasa) at that time. World War II caused this history to be forgotten. 
Recently, the history of Jewish sport has been brought back to the collective 
memory through the recreation of ŻTGS "Makabi" Warszawa, which was 
associated with the right wing in the Second Polish Republic. In the general 
consciousness, there is a lack of knowledge about the second club in the capital 
city among the Jewish community - the left-wing Star-Sztern Warszawa. The aim of 
this brochure is to recall this history.   

 The Workers' Association of Physical Education "Star" (Stowarzyszenie Robotnicze 
Wychowania Fizycznego "Gwiazda") was established in 1923 and was associated 
with the Jewish left-wing party Poalej Syjon-Lewica. The Warsaw branch of "Star" 
was the most numerous among its namesakes in the Second Polish Republic. In 
1928, it had 360 members. A year later, their number increased to 460, and in 1934, 
already 800 athletes belonged to the "Star". The leading discipline was football. In 
1938, the club also had the following sections: sports games, skiing, hockey, cycling, 
table tennis, and boxing. The latter was associated with one of the most popular 
sportsmen in Warsaw, Szapsel Rotholc, a middleweight boxer, who in 1938 won in 
Wrocław (then as part of Germany named Breslau) over the representative of Nazi 
Germany, Nikolas Obermauer, just a few days after Kristallnacht - the pogrom of the 
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Jewish community in Germany. From 1924, the "Star" belonged to the Warsaw 
District Football Association. They played at the stadium of friendly "Skra" at ul. 
Okopowa, near the Jewish cemetery. From 1929, “Star” appeared in class "A". In the 
interwar period, the workers' clubs were at best limited to a strong position in what 
was then the A-class league (one level lower than the National League). The 
exceptions were the Workers Football Club "Marymont" (Robotniczy Klub Sportowy 
"Marymont") (1929), Skra Warszawa (1930 and 1931) and the Workers' Association 
of Physical Education "Star" Warszawa (Stowarzyszenie Robotnicze Wychowania 
Fizycznego "Gwiazda") (1932 and 1934), which took part in the   qualifying   rounds   
for   the   higher   games.   The   "Star" matches, especially with the Zionist Makabi 
Warsaw, were very popular. For many "A" clubs it was an opportunity to improve 
their budget.  

 For the purposes of the project and promotion of the publication a project website 
has been created: www.sztern.waw.pl, the brochure is produced as a PDF file and 
prepared for printing.   

                  
 

Cultural projects: 

− Interactive Performance, Jacek Żebrowski's drama Genocide, directed by Marcin  
Czerwiński devoted to the figure of Pier Paolo Passolini is a departure from the usual 
themes. The presented concept is innovative and refers to the best traditions of 
engaged theatre. It is a chance to strengthen its position among people of the arts. It 
also provided an opportunity to broaden the composition and thematic scope of the 
Social Thought Exchange Forum in Wrocław. The financial support did not cover the 
entire cost of the performance, which also involves other resources.  
 The drama Genocide is the story of the legendary left-wing Italian intellectual Pier 

Paolo Pasolini, told through the prism of the trial he was put on, the ideas he 
expressed in his writings and his last days. Crucially and uniquely, Jacek 
Żebrowski's Genocide is based largely on texts by Pasolini himself. The drama is 
divided into seven episodes. The play's plot neatly combines private, moral, social 
and political threads - as in fact happened in the life of the play's main character. It 
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also mentions Pasolini's film works in a political context. There are eight characters 
in the drama (in order of appearance): the Boy, Pasolini, the Procurator of the 
Republic, the Bishop, the Police Commissioner, Laura Betti, Moravia, the Journalist, 
and collectively: Men. In the performance these roles are distributed among six 
actors. The music during the performance was played live on a double bass by 
Dariusz Dżugan, a video by Piotr Bartos is also displayed during the performance. 
The set design (several armchairs, a desk, a standing lamp) and costumes relating 
to the period (the 1970s) are prepared by the entire ensemble. The performance 
lasts about an hour. The author of the project intends to gather about 50 people in 
the audience. Genocide had its premiere on 11 December 2021, when it was 
staged in the hall of the Laboratory Theatre in Wrocław, associated with the 
legend of Jerzy Grotowski. Two performances have already been staged in this hall, 
directed by the author of the project and in cooperation with the Wrocław Centre 
for Culture and Arts, which in the cost estimate of the performance took on the 
fees for renting the hall and for technical support during the performance. The 
producer of the performance intends, in cooperation, to sell tickets at a low price 
of 10-20 PLN, which would partly cover the rent of the hall and the poster design. 
The performance was staged twice on 10.12. 2021 and 11.12.2021 and was very 
well received by the audience. 
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− Project News from the past - pre-war and post-war left-wing literary criticism, 6 texts 
published in the magazine "Mały Format" consisting of two parts: reprinting a 
historical critical and literary text from the stream of engaged criticism and publishing 
a contemporary commentary by an expert. The aim of the series is to recall the leftist 
intellectual traditions represented by Polish and foreign literary criticism of the 
interwar and post-war period, and to promote texts that shed light on the issues 
relevant to contemporary literature and criticism. The subject matter of the project 
and the fact that it also includes foreign texts meant it deserved attention. It is worth 
noting that among the organizations supporting the project there is a quite popular 
and highly rated academic journal "Theoretical Practice".  
 The "Small Format" Association is the publisher of the digital journal of literary 

criticism "Small Format" (www.malyformat.com). As part of this task, they wanted 
to create a series entitled "News from the past - pre-war and post-war left-wing 
literary criticism", consisting of 6 texts published in successive issues of the 
magazine, composed of two parts: a reprint of a historical critical-literary text from 
the stream of engaged criticism and a contemporary commentary by an expert. The 
aim of the series is to recall the left-wing intellectual traditions represented by Polish 
and foreign literary criticism of the interwar and post-war period, and to promote 
texts that shed light on issues relevant to contemporary literature and criticism.  

 The aim of the series is to recall the leftist intellectual traditions represented by 
Polish and foreign literary criticism of the interwar and post-war period. On the one 
hand, the aim is to familiarise the reading public with the rich intellectual traditions 
of left-wing art criticism, and on the other, to select such texts and authors which 
shed a certain light on the issues relevant to contemporary literature and criticism.  

 Each episode of the series launched in Mały Format (2 episodes by the end of 2021 
and 4 episodes in 2022) will consist of two parts: a reprint of a historical critical-
literary text from the field of engaged criticism and a contemporary commentary-
introduction written by an expert in a given field (literary critic, literary historian, 
writer, etc.). The first, overview episode of the series can be read here: 
http://malyformat.com/2021/07/dookola-problemu-dziedzictwa/ Examples of left-
wing cultural magazines from which we want to reprint texts: "Nowa Kultura", 
"Dźwignia", "Europa", "Miesięcznik Literacki", "Lewar", "Sygnały". 

http://www.malyformat.com/
http://malyformat.com/2021/07/dookola-problemu-dziedzictwa/
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 The funds covered such things as the costs of a library search, preparation of the 
text for print (modernisation of spelling and orthography, etc.), translation (if it is a 
foreign text) and writing an introductory commentary. The applicants have used 
their own funds to cover the costs of promoting the series on the Internet and 
remuneration for the illustrations.   

 The project was addressed, on the one hand, to the regular audience of "Mały 
Format" (in 2020, we recorded over 40,000 independent users of the magazine's 
website, social media profiles are followed by a total of over 10,000 people), and on 
the other hand, to all the people interested in building a left-wing political culture 
in Poland, whom we will reach through paid, profiled promotions in social media.   

 Issue 10-12/2021 of "Mały Format" published the first of a series of 6 texts under 
the grant: http://malyformat.com/2021/10/literatura-ludowa/  

 The envisaged activities cover a period of 1.5 years from autumn 2021 to December 
2022. The expected outcome is the preparation of 6 episodes of the series "News 
from the past - left-wing literary criticism". - two by the end of 2021 and four during 
2022.  

 With each text we want to reach a group of at least 2000 recipients coming from 
different social groups, being of different ages, etc. All texts will be available for free 
on the website, even after the completion of the task. Below is a link to the first of 
six texts produced as part of the grant. The next text will be published at the end of 
August 2022. Four more texts will be published by the end of the year 2022. Mały 
Format (malyformat.com)   

 

Civic engagement project:   

− Project of Łódź for People association "Winter - the most difficult time for people in 
crisis of homelessness - leaflet action, information and publications for people in crisis 
of homelessness.  

 The aim of the project is to prepare a publication and an information campaign 
addressed to people in the homelessness crisis and to make the inhabitants of Łódź 
aware of their situation. Apart from the information campaign, the collected materials 
are to help the members of the applicant - the City for People Association - to 
participate in preparations of a city strategy of getting out of homelessness. The 
campaign is to be accompanied by aid activities (providing clothes and food). Final 
work on the brochure is underway. The applicants intend to complete the project by 
the end of February 2022. 

In 2021 Naprzód Fundacja with support of transform! continued cooperation with trade 
unions. Through the Solidarity and Cooperation Fund, we established contact with smaller 
trade unions. We kept in touch with those with whom we already cooperated. We are 
completing the preparation of materials on Industry 4.0, which we received thanks to Matteo 
Goddi from the Punto Rosso Cultural Association. We have provided ongoing assistance with 
short translations. We hope that, thanks to the work of the Cross-border Energy Transition 

http://malyformat.com/2021/10/literatura-ludowa/The
http://malyformat.com/2021/10/literatura-ludowa/The
http://malyformat.com/2021/10/literatura-ludowa/
http://malyformat.com/2021/10/literatura-ludowa/
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Team, we will be able to offer an interesting form of cooperation with old and new trade 
union organizations. 

  

2021 February – December  

Living Wage 

Project realized by The Centre for the Politics of Emancipation (CPE), Serbia in cooperation with 
transform! Europe. Current economic and political situation in Serbia and the region of 
Southeast Europe brings the need for a policy that fights for better protection of workers' 
rights including level of real wages. Trade unions don’t have the bargaining power to solely 
determine wages. They need social movements and the human rights discourse to strengthen 
bargaining and intervention powers. Minimum price of labour has not worked to the benefit 
of workers and needs to be replaced by the concept of living wage which would consider real 
existing needs for a decent standard of living for wage earners. We want to promote a 
minimum living wage concept that would allow workers to be able to buy food and clothes for 
themselves and their families, pay the rent, transportation and education and satisfy other 
basic needs and have a small amount of savings for when something unexpected happens. By 
protecting them from total commodification, this kind of economic tool could help workers 
develop a better bargaining position regarding other rights both in the production process 
and redistribution of wealth. In 2020 we started campaigning for a living wage and pushing 
this concept in the public with the aim to offer a new way of calculation of wages which 
emphasizes basic human needs. Since this concept is a new one in our local context, we 
intended to continue spreading the knowledge about it through multimedia campaigns which 
include video explanations of the concept and social media campaigns through which we 
intend to reach a broader public.  

Our aim for 2021 was to develop and disseminate a viral video on the European cross-border 
Living Wage (similar to the AFW video). Using the experience of Asia Floor Wage Alliance to 
catch the attention of a wider audience we planned to develop and disseminate a simple 
animated video explaining what European cross-border Living Wage is together with a simple 
explanation of our methodology. Production and translations - English, BHS, Macedonian, 
Albanian (focus countries level + english version to be used at regional level). Besides this, we 
sought support for developing and disseminating leaflets and social media visuals for a 
targeted campaign on the European cross-border Living Wage and on struggling for wage-
related rights improvements. To make a campaign for European cross-border Living Wage 
more efficient it is important to have the opportunity to act and react on very concrete cases. 
It could be a specific factory, specific brand supply chain or any worker's demand related to 
wages improvement. 

During 2021 we modified the idea of video production to some extent.  Instead of a video 
that explains the methodology of calculating the living wage, the opportunity was created for 
us to make this video for the entire CCC network, and that is why we have been coordinating 
with other member organizations for months. The script was mostly done, translated into 
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English, and animation and illustration were done. It will be ready for launching by April 2022. 
Transform! europe funds were partly used to pay for part of the work on the text and part of 
the animation and post-production process, as well as the English translation. The rest was 
paid from BFW and RLS funds. 

As there were no significant individual cases in Serbian factories that needed to be supported 
in a concrete way of pressing the headquarters of brands, there was no need to do printed 
materials. On the other hand, we were given the opportunity to work with representative 
unions to raise the minimum wage campaign through which we pushed the LW narrative. 
During the summer in Serbia we organized a social media campaign for minimum wage increase 
called “Diži Minimalac”. The aim of the campaign was to provoke wider public debate on wages 
and living standards prior to the Social and Economic Council of Serbia decision on minimum 
wage increase for the next year. Campaign “Diži Minimalac” was organized together with two 
representative trade unions (SSSS and UGS) and contained 30 social media posts. Each social 
media post included a photo and statement of trade unionists, prominent CSOs 
individuals/collectives and celebrities. Statement basically was an answer to the simple 
question „Why do we need a significant wage increase?“  

CPE (@politikeemancipacije) • Instagram photos and videos  

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/di%C5%BEiminimalac/  

Aim of the campaign was also to strengthen the position of representative TU within the Social 
and Economic Council and support their demands to reach the amount equal to minimum 
consumer basket. Campaign also contained sending of public letters with the demands to the 
Ministry of Finance and Prime Minister Ana Brnabić which was supported by numerous CSOs. 
This activity enabled us to spread the concept of a living wage and make new allies among CSOs 
and TUs as well as gain support from national celebrities. Through social media posts and press 
responses to our campaign we managed to increase the knowledge about the living wage 
concept. Social media campaign “Diži minimalac” is produced, promoted via social networks 
and it reaches 206.845 people. From transform! europe funds we paid hon. for production of 
30 professional and edited photos and the rest from other funds. 

Article on tr! WebSite:  

https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/workers-need-a-wage-to-live-on-a-living-wage/ 

Clean Clothes Campaign Website: https://cleanclothes.org/campaigns/europe-floor-wage  

https://www.instagram.com/politikeemancipacije/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/di%C5%BEiminimalac/
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/workers-need-a-wage-to-live-on-a-living-wage/
https://cleanclothes.org/campaigns/europe-floor-wage
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A. Research  

2021 January - December:  

Comparative Study:            

Hundred Shades of the European Union. 

− Mapping the Political Economy of the euro peripheries. 

  

Transform! europe and the Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung have 
launched preparation of a long-term study into the socio-
economic and political comprehensive understanding of the 
complex European Union peripheries, from different 
perspectives and with the use of comparative analysis. 

This study aims to constitute a relevant tool for the discussion 
of the future of "European integration" and to provide an 
informed basis for building appropriate radical left policies, 
both at the national and European Union levels. Ultimately, this 
research project will also represent a tool for building and 
fostering cooperation strategies between both regions, 
promoting coordinated action by European left-wing 
organisations and political representations. 

The process of integrating countries into the European Union 
has led, over the past decades, to the emergence of two major 
peripheral regions: the so-called "old periphery" – which 

In 2021:  

Presentation of the research 
conducted: 

 

Conferences: 

7. – 9. 4. 2021 at 16th CEU Annual 
Doctoral Conference on 
Dis/Continuities: Politics in the 
21st Century   

 

14. – 16. 4. 2021 at Max-Planck 
Institute Conference on Political 
Economy of Growth in Peripheral 
Economies  

 

Online-Workshop   

https://dsps.ceu.edu/16th-annual-doctoral-conference-2021
https://dsps.ceu.edu/16th-annual-doctoral-conference-2021
https://dsps.ceu.edu/16th-annual-doctoral-conference-2021
https://dsps.ceu.edu/16th-annual-doctoral-conference-2021
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encompasses the countries of Southern Europe (SE) – and the 
"new periphery", which includes the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe (CEE). These two regions will be the subject of 
our comparative analyses.  

 

Aim: prepared two maps of peripherality, producing two 
comparative analyses for the SE countries and CEE countries, 
by focusing on groups of data as a criterion for intraregional 
comparison. Lastly, we aim to develop a comparative analysis 
between these two regions, which will improve and deepen the 
knowledge of one another, since where there is weak (or no) 
knowledge, there cannot be any good policy. 

 

Process flow: 

2020 the first stage:   

- the research focused on data package collection for 
further researchers analysis 

- Project Description 

 

2021 the second stage: 

-  developing the main parts of the Research 
- focus on Research consultation, comunication and 

presentation  

 

2022 the final stage:  

- finalization of the research  
- results publishing, promotion, dissemination and 

presentation 

24. 11. 2021 at the European 
Forum:, tr! report, EL report, 
Workshop video 

 

Articles, Interviews: 

Research was also refered to at 
the various interviews e.g. Haló 
Noviny (CZ, daily Newspaper), etc.   

  

 

  

2021 May – December:  

https://www.transform-network.net/fileadmin/user_upload/projectdescription_hundred_shades_of_the_european_union_28-09-2020.pdf
https://europeanforum.eu/
https://europeanforum.eu/
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/hundred-shades-of-the-eu-mapping-the-political-economy-of-euro-peripheries/
https://europeanforum.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/EN-Report-of-the-7-online-workshops-Small.pdf
https://youtu.be/tLCntbDrEnc
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Sociological Study: 

Analysis of the current situation of the Radial Left in the 
Czech Republic. In the context of the last parliamentary 
elections.  

  

Study was conducted by SPED (Society for European 
Dialogue), Institute of the Czech Left, with support of 
transform! europe. 

 

 

Study published in Czech and a 
shorter final report in English  
languages. 

 

Study was promoted and discussed 
at two specialised Workshops in CZ: 

- In Brno, September 2021 
- in České Budějovice, CZ, 

March 2022, article  

  

Topic: Development of the relationship of the Czech radical left in the year of parliamentary 
elections to program concepts and the influence of political marketing and its reflection in election 
results. 

 

Procedure: Use the findings from the SPED and Transform Project in 2020 on the political behavior 
of supporters of the radical left in the Czech Republic. Deepen this knowledge in some areas. 
Furthermore, to find out what is the distribution of opinions on the orientation of further 
development of society (in the economic, social and political spheres). During the whole process, 
there will be an effort to confront the findings in the Czech Republic with the knowledge gained by 
various procedures in other organizations associated in transform! from different countries, 
especially those that are geographically or historically close to the Czech reality. To try to identify 
the most significant (or most visible) differences in the political reality of the so-called post-socialist 
countries in comparison with the situation in the "traditional" liberal capitalist societies of Western 
Europe. In this thematic block, possibly collaborate with Espace Marx (if interested) in their 
research. 

 

The findings will be presented to the professional public and other interested parties in the form of 
a final report. The implementation of the project aims primarily to analyze some political facts in 
Czech society (with a comparison with the situation in other countries, or other left-wing structures 
in Europe). The use of the acquired knowledge will be directed primarily to the field of political 
science reflections on the development and possible scenarios of the future of the Czech radical 
left.  

 

  

2021 January – December: 

http://library.institutcl.cz/Situacelevicepovolbach1.pdf
https://www.ihano.cz/zpravodajstvi/z-domova/levice-se-nachazi-v-nelehke-situaci/
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Mapping Studies: 

Coal – exit Regions CZ, DE, PL – Czech Study 

 

- within the CEE part two separate studies were conducted on Poland and the Czech 
Republic Coal-exit Regions’ situation. 

 

This Research Project falls under tr! Core Project on Productive Transformation, please refer to 
relevant Chapter of this Activity Report. 

 

 

  

B. Education  

2021 February – November   

Building Activist Alliances  
Institute of 8th March, Slovenia  in cooperation with tr! europe 
conducted two conferences/lectures and released the Brochure. 
 
a. The conference “How to win a referendum/ civil initiative”, in February 2021, was not public. It 
was organized for the police union, which was collecting signatures at the time for the Employment 
Relationships Act Amendment. We were helping the trade union of police officers with the action, 
as they didn't know the process of collecting signatures. In the lecture, we explained the entire 
course and obligations in the case of our campaigns. We also talked about building the strategy for 
social media. The content of this lecture is summarized in the brochure (see below). 
 
b. The conference Example of campaign "Yes means yes", on 26th November 2021, was a public 
conference that talked about our fight for the acceptance of an amendment to the Penalty Code 
that we have written and that would redefine the legal definition of rape and sexual violence in 
accordance with “yes means yes” consent model. The content of this lecture is summarized in the 
brochure (see below). 
 
c. Brochure “How to Enact Change – Through Legislative Initiative and Referendum Processes” 
reflecting on Best Activists’ Practices, released by Institute of 8th March, Slovenia in cooperation 

https://www.transform-network.net/publications/issue/how-to-enact-change-through-legislative-initiative-and-referendum-processes/
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with tr! europe, available in English and Slovenian, please refer to 
Chapter: The media and publication activities. According to the first 
sentence of the second paragraph in the third article of the 
constitution of the Republic of Slovenia, people hold the power of 
governance.  
 In the publication How to enact change, there is a detailed 
description of two actions in which Institute 8 of March mobilized 
people to enforce their rights and ultimately achieve a change in 
the law and thus contribute to positive change in society. The 
publication is a textbook for activism, more precisely, it tries to 
show how to proceed when fighting for a change of the law and 
what are the common obstacles along the way. In the Institute of 8 
March, we believe that is essential to act together, to unite for a 

common goal and that different organizations and civil society can offer each other the necessary 
support. But to mobilize ourselves effectively and achieve change, we, the citizens, must have all 
the information. This brochure is an attempt to take a step closer to ensuring just that. 
 
The first action »Yes means yes« started by collecting stories of sexual abuse and sexual harassment 
in Slovenia in #jaztudi* campaign (2018). The Institute of 8 March emphasized on the issue of abuse 
of power and the re-victimization of the victim in criminal proceedings. After analysis of Criminal 
code and a thorough review of the existing law, their legal service drafted a proposal of law at the 
end of 2020, focusing on the demands of the legislation on what the bill should include. In the 
publication, we can read about the procedure in which decision-makers recognized the changes to 
an affirmative model as a necessary upgrade to the existing law. 
 
The second action was environmental. It started as a petition against the harmful changes in the law 
and ended up being a referendum. The disputed changes in the law appeared in inter-ministerial 
coordination at the proposal of the Ministry of the Economy, and only after a 14-day public 
discussion. Thus, the government tried to prevent any intervention from the experts in the field and 
non-government organizations. Therefore, trough the collection of signatures for referendum a 
professional, comprehensive, and in-depth public discussion of amendments to the Act was 
demanded and obtained. Movement ”Za pitno vodo”** became a wide and powerful environmental 
movement which brought together a wide variety of people and organizations and ended with the 
victory of civil society and the guaranteed protection of Slovenian waters. 
  
*#jaztudi is literal translation of #metoo 
** “For drinking water” 
 
 

 

July 2021 
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Left Political School of Activism, 20 - 24 July 2021 

Institute for Critique and Social Emancipation and Organizata Politike in Albania in cooperation 
with tr! Europe. 

  

The aim of  Summer School is to educate the activists or people who have been engaged in 
organizing and mobilizing to become activists. The target group are mostly Social Sciences 
students, or even from other departments which somehow have shown interest in politics, history 
and economics. This project is a continuation of the previous summer schools and other lectures 
held in the social centre “Logu i Shkëndijes” , triggering activists’ critical thinking and active 
participation in a more systematic way. Lectures provided in 2021: 

 

1. Environmentalism as a critical theory and as a movement 

Lecturer: Jani Marka.  

In this lecture, Jani Marka has explored the history of environmentalist thought, its critique of 
unsustainable development and the most important demands the environmental movement has 
made since its inception.  

  

1. Feminism 

Lecturer: Bora Mema 

In this lecture, Bora Mema has described and analysed the history of the movement for women 
rights and emancipation, the way the gender struggle has been part of larger social struggles, like 
the socialist movement, but also how it had developed a particular social and political profile. 
Moreover she has explored the plethora of oppression and exploitation women endure in the 
current economic and social structure, how it is conditioned by patriarchal ideologies etc.  

  

2. Conservatism 

Lecturer: Alfred Bushi 

In this lecture, Alfred Bushi has analysed critically the history and the main pillars of the 
conservative ideology, from the reaction of Edmund Burke towards the French Revolution to the 
current worldviews of neo-conservative parties and movements; its social basis and the 
antagonism it has developed with modern political theories like liberalism and socialism.  

  

3. Mode of Production 

Lecturer: Sofokli Meksi 
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In this lecture, Sofokli Meksi has explored the meaning and history of the concept of the mode of 
production. He has analysed its theoretical connections with previous and adjacent liberal 
concepts like the mode of subsistence, and also with more general concepts like the social 
formation. Most importantly, the lecturer has analysed the characteristics and the development of 
the capitalist mode of production, and its specificities in comparison with other historical modes of 
production (slave-owner, feudal, ancient, Asiatic etc.) 

  

4. Social Revolutions in the XX Century 

Lecturer: Redi Muçi 

During this lecture, Redi Muçi has analysed the main events, the significance and the effects of the 
major social revolutions of the twentieth century, especially the Russian Revolution and the 
Chinese Revolution. He has explored the crisis of the pre-revolutionary social formations, the 
relations between antagonist classes, and the way the revolutionary forces have gained and 
maintained power, but also the social contradictions of the revolutionary regimes which, 
ultimately, led to their demise.  

  

5. Socialism 

Lecturer: Arlind Qori 

During this lecture, Arlind Qori has made an overview of the main currents of the socialist political 
thought, from the early utopian socialist to the revolutionary ideology of Marxism and other 
reformist currents like social democracy. Socialism has been explained not only in theoretical 
terms, but also as an ideology produced by/for an emerging class – the working class – after the 
first Industrial Revolution.  
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November - December 2021 

Knowledge Empowerment and Advocacy Efforts for Social Chance  

Project realized by The Centre for the Politics of Emancipation (CPE), Serbia in support of transform! 
europe as the fifth edition of a one-year educational program in the form of an online school 
titled “Studies of Socialism”. Studies of socialism 2021 was organized in the form of two 
courses with a different thematic focus.  

The first course titled “Beyond Capital” relied on the program comprised of the basics of 
socialist economic and political concepts such as: Introduction to the Socialist Theory, Class 
Theory and Labour Organising, Commodity, Money and Capital, Theory of Ideology, Theory of 
Exploitation, the Capitalist Process of Production and Circulation, Introduction to the 
Questions of Economic Democracy and Public Sector, Socialist Feminism and Problems of 
Socialism in SFRY.  

The second course named “Real utopias” was focused on concrete alternative political 
proposals the left actors can articulate today and organizational know-how. This course was 
closely related to the analysis of actual political and economic concepts that are articulated 
within the left-wing movement in Europe and across the globe. Topics we covered within the 
second course were: Social movements, Trade Unions, Problems of Organizing and 
Campaigning, Environmental problems of contemporary capitalisms, The Wage Policies, 
Contemporary Labour Legislation in Serbia, Socio-Political Attitudes of Population in Serbia, 
EU Integrations Processes, Housing Question and Urban Politics, Flexibilization of labour and 
workers precarization, Basic Income,  Living Wage, Global Supply Chains, The Problem of 
Extreme Right, Political potentials of cultural and artistic practices, Tactics of Contemporary 
Political Left.  

Open-call for Studies of Socialism 2021 program was announced in the beginning of 2021 and 
promoted primarily through our social media (website, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 
profiles) and mailing list contacts. This year we skipped promotions via posters placed on 
faculties, cultural centers and other institutions visited by the target group because of unstable 
health situations related to COVID 19 pandemic.  
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Instead of two lecturers planned to invite in the second semester with the support of 
transform! europe (October: Organising for social justice: theories and strategies of organised 
labour – Steve Hughes and  November: Ecological consequences of fossil capital – Andreas 
Malm) we translated an article of Marc Botenga: https://cpe.org.rs/wp-
content/uploads/2021/12/CPE_Botenga-Izgradnja-drugacije-Evrope_2021.pdf 

This publication will greatly help students in next years because it has been an indispensable 
literature in studies for two years, within the session on EU integration. The translation is the 
third edition in a row that we are publishing within the edition of the Study of Socialism. The 
aim of the edition is to make more accessible to the local public theoretical and analytical texts 
that can help to rethink socialist society and further develop the struggle for such a society. 
Today, the European Union is facing the challenges of a political, economic and social crisis that 
is increasingly calling into question its survival. There is no doubt that this supranational project 
is characterized by a democratic deficit and disguised authoritarianism that stem from the very 
foundations on which this "emerging state" rests. We should not lose sight of the fact that from 
the very beginning, the European Union was built primarily in the interest of stronger 
economies that represent its center of gravity. Therefore, quite rightly, the question arises as 
to the meaning of the survival of such an EU in which there is a clear hierarchy of interests. 
However, can a progressive alternative to this be a system of independent nation-states that 
are necessarily in a conflict of interest within the capitalist mode of production, and are 
themselves often undemocratic and authoritarian? On the other hand, is it possible to work on 
transforming the EU framework towards greater democratization and achieving solidarity 
between European countries? Botenga answers these questions in his text, emphasizing the 
unification of social movements and the expansion of the struggle for a progressive society as 
the only solution for the transformation of the supranational project.  

Be Ready 

Educational workshops “Be ready” aimed to Young Leftist Activists, originally planned to be organised 
by the Front of the Left Youth from Slovakia, CANCELLED due to COVID-19. 

Conference on current issues of the Slovakian and European Left 

Originally planned to be organised by the Front of the Left Youth from Slovakia, CANCELLED due to 
COVID-19. 

 

C. CEE Media Cooperation Strategy and Publications 

CEE Media Cooperation has been pursued since 2019 when the first formalised cooperation with 
selected CEE Media was established with the aim to enhance information flow, increase transform! 
europe’s visibility and boost its outreach in the respective CEE region gaining new partners and 
contacts for various projects and activities of our Network. 

Facilitation, coordination and editorial work was executed through transform! europe. In 2021 the 
cooperation with diverse Website Media platforms, Journals and Newspapers was sustained at the level 
achieved in previous year. 

https://cpe.org.rs/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/CPE_Botenga-Izgradnja-drugacije-Evrope_2021.pdf
https://cpe.org.rs/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/CPE_Botenga-Izgradnja-drugacije-Evrope_2021.pdf
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Main Media cooperation in CEE: 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Be-friended Media: 

 

  

 

  

 

časopis !argument, OVIA,CZ, Website platform 

BALMIX - transform! hungary, Közép-Európai 
Fejlesztési Egyesület,HU, Website platform  

 Eszmélet, Eszmélet Sajtó Alapítvány,HU, Journal 

 Nazse Argumenty, Fundacja Naprzód,PL, Journal 

Lūžis, DEMOS Institute of Critical Thought, LT, 
Magazine 

Publishing House "Baricada", BG, RO Website 
platforms and EN language mutation:                   
http://baricada.org/, https://ro.baricada.org/, 
https://en.baricada.org/. 

  

Bilten, Regionalni Portal, CR, publishing in Serbo-
Croatian 

Haló noviny, CZ, Daily Newspaper  

Mašina, RS, Website Portal,  

Transform! europe has continued to support through its CEE Media Cooperation Strategy two leftist 
outlets: 

In Poland: Fundacja Naprzód (tr! Member’s Organisation) publishes the Nasze Argumenty (Our 
Arguments) Quarterly Magazine. 

  

The goal is to initiate dialogue between various left-wing environments. It aims to ensure that 
elements of the socialist programme are present in political discourse. Presenting information and 
news and opinions from Poland, the EU and the World.  

  

In 2021, four issues have been realised each dedicated to its own focus: Commons, Class and 
Gender, New Cold War, Palestine. The topics were also discussed in the framework of the Social 
Thought Exchange Forum (see above). 

  

Naprzód have enlarged the group of people publishing in the magazine, popularised the materials 
received from transform! europe and the Party of the European Left, and brought the Polish readers 
closer to unknown left-wing sources on the topic.  

 

http://casopisargument.cz/
https://balmix.hu/hu/
https://balmix.hu/hu/
https://www.eszmelet.hu/
https://www.eszmelet.hu/
http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/index.php/wydawnictwa/nasze-argumenty
http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/
https://www.facebook.com/zurnalasluzis/
https://www.facebook.com/Demos-Institute-of-Critical-Thought-165339193513657
http://baricada.org/
https://ro.baricada.org/
https://en.baricada.org/
https://www.bilten.org/
http://halonoviny.cz/
https://www.masina.rs/
http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/
http://fundacja-naprzod.pl/index.php/wydawnictwa/nasze-argumenty
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Selected transform! europe’s events and publications were promoted through the Journal as well as 
texts from within transform! production has been re-published here. 

 

In Lithuania: DEMOS Institute of Critical Thought, publishes the Lūžis (Fracture) Magazine. Released 
twice a year.  

  

Lūžis is one of the rare left-wing magazines in Lithuania edited by progressive academics, political 
activists and trade unionists from Vilnius and Kaunas. 

  

Selected transform! eurpe’s events and publications were promoted through this Magazine as well as 
texts from within transform! production has been re-published here. 

 

Executing the CEE Media Cooperation Strategy has significantly contributed to outreach of transform! 
and its visibility in this region by increased sharing, re-publishing of articles and Webinars in multiple 
Central Eastern European languages, namely: Czech, Polish, Bulgarian, Romanian, Lithuanian, 
Hungarian, Serbo-Croatian and partly Russian.  

By doing so transform! europe has boosted the dialogue and regular exchange with the CEE Media 
Partners, creating new original content, gaining new contacts, and exploring possibilities for further 
cooperation and more importantly, a new communication channel was created that also allows a 
promotion of our events, publication, calls for support and solidarity actions, petition etc. We have also 
enriched our website content by more news and information from the CEE region. 

  

D. Others 

Cooperation with other transform Facilitators on diverse Core Projects, namely: Productive 
transformation. Economy. Global Strategy. Fight against the Far Right. Antiracism. Antifascism. Left 
Strategy. Marxism Feminism. Commons. 

 

g) Cooperation of the south - facilitator Tatiana Moutinho 

h) Commons Working group - facilitator Roberto Morea 

2. Events in cooperation with our member and partner 
organisations 

 

12 March 2022 Copenhagen and online 

https://www.facebook.com/Demos-Institute-of-Critical-Thought-165339193513657
https://www.facebook.com/zurnalasluzis/
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International Conference 

Planet Emergency — Why Combating Climate Change Demands 
System Change 

 
04 – 06 March 2022 

Porto and online 

 

International Conference 

International Conference on Reproductive Work, Care and Domestic 
Service 

 
21 - 23 January 2022 

Lisbon 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/planet-emergency-why-combating-climate-change-demands-system-change/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/planet-emergency-why-combating-climate-change-demands-system-change/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/international-conference-on-reproductive-work-care-and-domestic-service-1/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/international-conference-on-reproductive-work-care-and-domestic-service-1/
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Conference 

5th International Ecosocialist Encounters 
https://www.alterecosoc.org/5th-international-ecosocialist-encounters/organizations/  

 

19 January 2022 Lisbon 

 

International Conference 

What Transition Do We Want? Climate Jobs and Just Transition 

 
 

 

08 – 10 October 2021 Porto 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/5th-international-ecosocialist-encounters/
https://www.alterecosoc.org/5th-international-ecosocialist-encounters/organizations/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/what-transition-do-we-want-climate-jobs-and-just-transition/
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 https://micar.sosracismo.pt/  

 

International Film Festival 

2021 MICAR 

The anti-racist international film festival MICAR focussed on decolonisation and memory, to make 
visible the voices and bodies of those whose memories and visions have been kept in the fringes. 
 

27 – 29 September 2021 

 

Webinar Series 

The Other Agenda. Knowledge and Life 
Two webinars organised by transform! italia on the theme of building an Other World Agenda, in the 
face of the indisputable failure of the market capitalist system based on the private appropriation of 
knowledge (and of life), e.g. patents on seeds, on medicines, on artificial intelligence, privatization of 
all common goods essential for life. 

 

Coalition of Labour (see also ePublication above) 

https://micar.sosracismo.pt/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/2021-micar/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/the-other-agenda-knowledge-and-life/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMtgSaOiLdw 

 

27 September 2021 
Online Seminar 

The Post-Pandemic European Union 
transform! europe's Spanish observer organisation Fundación Instituto 25M organises this 
seminar to reflect on the impact of the pandemic on the democratic governance of the 
European Union. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Zjl3GDVVs4  

 

Research and events 

Technological and digital sovereignty, in cooperation with Instituto 25 Mayo 
https://instituto25m.info/proyectos/technological-sovereignty/  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMtgSaOiLdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Zjl3GDVVs4
https://instituto25m.info/proyectos/technological-sovereignty/
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17 July 2021 Seville 

Meeting of the partners of the transnational project "Dismantling Fake News to Stop 
Hatred. Education for the inclusion of Adult Women in Risk of Exclusion".  
The project is facilitated by our member organisation Fundación por la Europa de los 
Ciudadanos with the participation of comrades and friends by Ινστιτούτο Νίκος 
Πουλαντζάς- Nicos Poulantzas Institute, Inštitut 8. marec , Cultra and transform!at. 

https://www.facebook.com/europadelosciudadanos/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUT6bl5bvVUGwKfARmVm8J-osrabQpreKa0HoKPxG1bUA0CVqtMrXdnJLSsemY_wOP62hZoKRqOpSq2JAOrsOhEAUafyu1LPQA1-F6ouWrYjj-A5cza0OxwWIrsY2darX2h1SK65qu_GMhcx2hNKK-0&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/europadelosciudadanos/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUT6bl5bvVUGwKfARmVm8J-osrabQpreKa0HoKPxG1bUA0CVqtMrXdnJLSsemY_wOP62hZoKRqOpSq2JAOrsOhEAUafyu1LPQA1-F6ouWrYjj-A5cza0OxwWIrsY2darX2h1SK65qu_GMhcx2hNKK-0&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/InstitoutoNicosPoulantzas/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUT6bl5bvVUGwKfARmVm8J-osrabQpreKa0HoKPxG1bUA0CVqtMrXdnJLSsemY_wOP62hZoKRqOpSq2JAOrsOhEAUafyu1LPQA1-F6ouWrYjj-A5cza0OxwWIrsY2darX2h1SK65qu_GMhcx2hNKK-0&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/InstitoutoNicosPoulantzas/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUT6bl5bvVUGwKfARmVm8J-osrabQpreKa0HoKPxG1bUA0CVqtMrXdnJLSsemY_wOP62hZoKRqOpSq2JAOrsOhEAUafyu1LPQA1-F6ouWrYjj-A5cza0OxwWIrsY2darX2h1SK65qu_GMhcx2hNKK-0&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/institut8.marec/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUT6bl5bvVUGwKfARmVm8J-osrabQpreKa0HoKPxG1bUA0CVqtMrXdnJLSsemY_wOP62hZoKRqOpSq2JAOrsOhEAUafyu1LPQA1-F6ouWrYjj-A5cza0OxwWIrsY2darX2h1SK65qu_GMhcx2hNKK-0&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/Cultra-298163613568774/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUT6bl5bvVUGwKfARmVm8J-osrabQpreKa0HoKPxG1bUA0CVqtMrXdnJLSsemY_wOP62hZoKRqOpSq2JAOrsOhEAUafyu1LPQA1-F6ouWrYjj-A5cza0OxwWIrsY2darX2h1SK65qu_GMhcx2hNKK-0&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/transformorat/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUT6bl5bvVUGwKfARmVm8J-osrabQpreKa0HoKPxG1bUA0CVqtMrXdnJLSsemY_wOP62hZoKRqOpSq2JAOrsOhEAUafyu1LPQA1-F6ouWrYjj-A5cza0OxwWIrsY2darX2h1SK65qu_GMhcx2hNKK-0&__tn__=kK-R
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07 May 2021 

online Webinar 

 

Media Alliance. Building a Leftist European Public Opinion for the 
Future of Europe 

 

22-23 April Conference 

Transforming the Institution 
in cooperation with our observer organisation Iratzar  

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/media-alliance-building-a-leftist-european-public-opinion-for-the-future-of-europe/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/media-alliance-building-a-leftist-european-public-opinion-for-the-future-of-europe/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/transforming-the-institution/
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See video recordings here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hneP9VvqLIc  

 

 

Spring 2021 
Curso Internacional de Formación Política  
International Political Training Course Formación: Challenges of post-Covid19 militancy 
organised by Instituto 25M Democracia with support of transform! europe. 
https://www.formacion2021.com/ 
See videos with English subtitles here: https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/spanish-
minister-of-equality-irene-montero-on-democratic-analysis-of-critical-
feminism/?tx_news_pi1%5Bfocus%5D=&cHash=d32ec3962f4a6d16e21a94fa6fc9f956  

 

Parties and Movements in the 21st Century:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hKCDND4Hz8  

 

 

Online Conference 13 March 2021 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hneP9VvqLIc
https://www.formacion2021.com/
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/spanish-minister-of-equality-irene-montero-on-democratic-analysis-of-critical-feminism/?tx_news_pi1%5Bfocus%5D=&cHash=d32ec3962f4a6d16e21a94fa6fc9f956
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/spanish-minister-of-equality-irene-montero-on-democratic-analysis-of-critical-feminism/?tx_news_pi1%5Bfocus%5D=&cHash=d32ec3962f4a6d16e21a94fa6fc9f956
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/spanish-minister-of-equality-irene-montero-on-democratic-analysis-of-critical-feminism/?tx_news_pi1%5Bfocus%5D=&cHash=d32ec3962f4a6d16e21a94fa6fc9f956
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hKCDND4Hz8
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How to Combat Climate Warming – Green Capitalism or System 
Change ? 

 

14 - 15 January 2021 online 

 

International Conference 

Left theory for the 21st century - ΙΙ 
Nicos Poulantzas Institute (NPI) organises the second conference of the research project ‘Left theory 
for the Twenty-First century’ funded by transform! europe Network and coordinated by Costas 
Douzinas, NPI’s President, and Michalis Bartsidis, NPI’s scientific director. 

 

4. Activities in cooperation with the EL 

European Forum Brussels 2021, 26/27 November 

 

European Forum of Left, Green and Progressive Forces 2021 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/how-to-combat-climate-warming-green-capitalism-or-system-change-1/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/how-to-combat-climate-warming-green-capitalism-or-system-change-1/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/left-theory-for-the-21st-century-ii/
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European Forum 2021 
transform! europe participated in the 2021 European Forum, a unique space where the left, greens 
and progressives can come together and discuss on ways to built another future for Europe. 
 

 Still fron the Highlightsvideo 
Transform has been responsible for organising the plenary Strategies for Democracy and Peace in 
Dangerous Times on Common struggles against the far right, militarisation and for real democracy 
in a global crisis: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lctx9G4ERi4&t=5s  

 

 transform! was present with a booktable 
  

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/european-forum-2021/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lctx9G4ERi4&t=5s
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 and transform! 
organised a preesntation of the book „Radical in Diversity: Europe‘s Left 2010 – 2020 
 
 
Press festival: Volkstimmefest Vienna 4/5 September 2021 

 transform was present with a booktable  
 
 
• “Summer Seminars”, Online 3-4 July 2021 in Cooperation with the EL 
 

 
 
This series of web - events was organised by the Party of the European Left (EL) and transform! 
europe 
  

1. “Hopes for a post-pandemic world” 
2. “Blockade and sanctions: attacks on peoples’ sovereignty” 
3. "¡No pasarán!": Antifascism in Europe today (transform! Responsibility) 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/no-pasaran-antifascism-in-
europe-today/  
 

4. “Reproductive rights everywhere – a fight worth fighting for!” 
5. Languages: Interpretation in English, French and Spanish 

Communal Forum, Vienna, 22 – 24 October 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/no-pasaran-antifascism-in-europe-today/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/no-pasaran-antifascism-in-europe-today/
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Cities for Future 
The Communal Forum intended to share experiences regarding local left solutions to housing 
and issues of mobility. To this end, it gathered city councillors and experts from all over 
Europe to build a network and discuss a path to better cities for tomorrow, looking at both 
social issues and the struggle against climate change. 
transform supported organisationally.  

 

 

No pasaran! Conference, Berlin 19 March 2022 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/no-pasaran-2022/ 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/no-pasaran-2022/
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transform! was responsible for organizing the workshops Ideological developments in the far right: 
do they agree?, One year after the Capitol: US strategic developments against the far right. Fighting 
for democracy and against the Far right,  

Authoritarian racism and radicalised conservatism 

and  

Who are the far-right voters?  

 

5. International cooperations, participation to movements 
Co-organization, incl. participation of the program committee of the IPB World Peace Congress (RE) 
Imagine Our World. transform! europe at the 2nd IPB World Peace 
Congress, 15 – 17 October 2021 in Barcelona– see above “Gobal strategy and migration”. 
https://www.ipb2021.barcelona/#congress  

 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/re-imagine-our-world-transform-europe-at-the-2nd-ipb-world-peace-congress/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/re-imagine-our-world-transform-europe-at-the-2nd-ipb-world-peace-congress/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/re-imagine-our-world-transform-europe-at-the-2nd-ipb-world-peace-congress/
https://www.ipb2021.barcelona/#congress
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Participation in November 2021 in Glasgow at the COP26. See also above I the section on global 
strategy & migration. Transform co-organized four different events, 

 

including the opening event of the Counter Summit 

 

 and the demonstration 

https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/people-and-nature-vs-the-unfccc-a-peoples-
tribunal/  

 

Transform was invited to speak at the Asia Europe People Forum on 24th Sept 2021 (at the housing 
event, and at the closing ceremony) (https://aepf.info/category/events/) 

 

https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/people-and-nature-vs-the-unfccc-a-peoples-tribunal/
https://www.transform-network.net/blog/article/people-and-nature-vs-the-unfccc-a-peoples-tribunal/
https://aepf.info/category/events/
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22 February - 03 March 2021 

online 

 

Cycle of Political Debates: Progressive Solutions for the Pandemic 
 

23 - 31 January 2021 online 
transform! at the Virtual World Social Forum 2021 

6. transform! being invited and represented at conferences 
and workshops 

 

23rd April: Roland was invited to the European Attac Network to present “Possible implications for the 
European integration of the recent German constitutional court ruling on EU Next Generation funds.” 

21st May: Roland was invited as speaker at: AEPF13 - Social Justice Roundtable: Campaign for decent 
housing, public services, sustainable habitat 

24th May: Roland was invited as speaker at the closing event of AEPF13. 

25th June: Roland was invited to the 15th International Karl Polanyi Conference “In Need of 
Alternatives: Problems and Issues of Non-capitalist Mixed Economies” as speaker (topic: planned 
economy; https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vhjP-F1wkFrEjRu1tlr_0bCTq30rh2WX/view)  

5th July: Roland was invited to present transform europe work on planned economy at the German 
working group of Bernd Riexinger "Auto-Mobil". This WG is focusing on Sothern German automobile 
industry, its members are all active trade unionists. 

15th December: Roland was invited to take part in the Trade Union Related Economists (TUREC) 
network of ETUI as representative of transform. 

15th December: Roland was invited to take part in the eco-socialist jour fixe of RLS Berlin 

 

7. Administration 

https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/progressive-solutions-for-the-pandemic/
https://www.transform-network.net/calendar/event/transform-at-the-virtual-world-social-forum-2021/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vhjP-F1wkFrEjRu1tlr_0bCTq30rh2WX/view
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·         Members’ meeting - General assembly 23/24 Sept2021 in Vienna.  

·        Extraordinary Network meeting 13 May (+ technical support session), 4 June, 2 July, 16/17 
November 

  9 meetings of the board and staff were held. 8 via Zoom, of which 3 were held as Board 
Conclaves: Jan, June, Oct 2021; 1 Conclave in Sept in Vienna 

·         Facilitators’ meeting regularly in debriefing of the board meetings 

·         Auditing by Grant Thornton online starting in March2021, throughout the year, as well as 
auditing by DG Fins and APPF.  

·         Participation to information meetings invited by DG Fins online  

·         Meeting of the editorial board of the yearbook via zoom 

·         Participation to the EL ExBoard meetings  
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